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16 minutes from home
Space shuttle Columbia disintegrates
over Texas, 7 astronauts perish
JASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITER

By some strange twist of fate, America's first
woman astronaut can say that she was at.UU
for America's latest space disaster.
Sally Ride spoke Sunday at UCF as part
of an effort to encour~ youngwomen to pursue careers in science-related
fields. Her appearance at UCF
came one day after the space
shuttle Columbia disintegrated.
as it re-entered the Earth's
atmosphere following a 16-day
scientific
mission.
The
Columbia was flying toward
Cape Canaveral, Fla. "When it
broke into .pieces in the skies
above.Texas.
At 11:15 a.m., Ride spoke
to a group of eight fifth-grade
students, all girls, from
Thornebrooke Elementary
JFSSICA. MANN I KR.T CAMPUS
School in Oviedo. The girls,
(ORLANDO SllNTINEL)
wearing blue T-shirts and Sally Ride gives an interview
accompanied by parents and about the tragic loss of the
teachers, sat on the floor in the space shuttle Columbia during
·
auditorium of the Engip.eering her visitto OCF.
II building and played the ;role
of reporters, as jealous journalists from
numerous local and national media organizaPLEASE SEE

Ride oN &

Rm HUBER I KRT CAMPUS (ORLANDO SBNTINln.)

Kennedy Space Center security officers lower the American Flag and
the flag for the space shuttle Columbia to half~staff.
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Lease for $219 per month +
monthly fax for 48 months*
*·Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes .
1st paymen~ 0 sec. deposit, tags, tit(e and license. ·.
Jee sales person for details.
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,SGA. budget in,the.·-~ red . $3,hOO··

•

ent, many senators cheered and
left the room i'athe:r tp.an waiting
the allotted thirty minutes to allow
Just as college students ·some- a quorum to be .reached to Sddress
times flnd themsel.Ves in financial how the deficit would affect funqing
trouble, . Stu.dent Government for student organizations.
announced · Thursday it too was
While at least one senator
havin,g.fiseal troubles.
pleaded with senators to stay to
SGA. Comptroller Ry~ address the deficit,·the majority of
Koma_.nski told ·senators that SGA - those present quickly left.
was in a $31600 deficit and was
The Clubs. and Organizations
uncertain if it .could continue to committee, which .disperses funds
fund travel expenses for student to various groups on campus to
- organizations for the rest of the fund-travel expen8es, is responsisemeste:r.
ble for the ·$3,600. deficit because
. The announcement ·came on they grante9, too niany generous
the second night of spring frate~h ' allocations .ta student o~~ty rush, When ie~s than half of tbJ:i' . . tfons. , . .. , . . . ,
,
senators attended the senate mee~"' ~· ·+"'.,..'Tile budget ·probleniS"' '"st~m
ing. Because so many senat6rs _ .from {liunprecedented number of
were absent, the Senate collid not -requests for all~tions to the comhave a quorum - the nrlnimum · mittoo, saidBriall Monacelli, chairnumber of senators required "to . man -of the · Clubs ~d
conduct official business.
OrganiZations committee.
With the announcement that a
'We have already given out
_quorum of senators was not -pres- over 70 allocations, an<i we're only
BEN BAIRD
STAFF WRITER·

•

•

•

.

a little over half-way through ~he
year."
Sen. Tyler Van Voorhees ·said
that because more clubs ~9- organ- ..
izations know about the available
fup.ding SGA has· at its discretion,
there were funding requests and
. ultimatelytoo·much allocation. . "Clubs and organizations arEJ
going to .have to realiZe that they
have to go out-of~pocket for some of
their expenses," Van Voorhees said.
The co:rpmittee's funds come
from student activity and service
fees.
'We're looking for any way
possible ·to get the students baCk
·. their money," Mon8celli said.. ,
·'' · Senators are searching for
other. accounts that they can pull ·
extra money from to fund trips 'for
·_organizatious for the rest of The
semester.
.Sen. Marcus Gould said that
the senate is currently attempting
to transfer $100,000 from various

accounts ·so that the organizations
cover travel expens~s for the rest of
the semester.
All of the funding which the
Clubs and OrganizatimlCommittee
handles is time-sensitive, as it all
relates t-0 items such as plane tickets and ·other travel expenditure$·
that must be bought and paid for
well in advance of a trip.
The total SGA budget for the
2002-2003 year is over eight million
dollars, some of whicbSGA sets
aside for emergency purJ>oses.
. "In government, money is set
aside in case the roof falls 'dov\rn or

capital Qn.provement· .And. discretioJ!ary ~ds. SGJ,\. may also derive
funds from past projects that .did
· not use their entire allocatiqns.
SGA'.s activity and service fee
budget for 2002-2003 . :.~ocates •
$50,000 to the president's discretionary funµ, $.140;-000 to the capital
improvement fund and $.30,000 to
the clubs ·and organizations emergency allocations fund. _
. - 'We'll look at all the aecounts
indiVidually and make a determination as to which accounts ·still have
~ding," said David Pa".lonins,
director· of student government
administrative services. ·
_
Although the senate took care

in the ~ext ;Ilve months, ho~ever
the likelihood of u,sing all· of those
fundS is not really hlgbt . .. · ·
' Gould said that fu:fidS'oolliCI be
derived from accounts that are set
aside for reserve purposes, such as

.use _ o~~~resPQnsibility."
. ·· _ . - · 's budget y~ will end in
- Jrine, .how~er, :requests for allocations · from the Clubs arid
Organizations oommittee can be
made no later tha.Il·May 15.

will still be·able to take their -trips.
Senators expect the amount will

som~tbin_'g
·. likes9me
tbat,".olth0se
· Goul·d·funds
said.'·-· ·"Th
of ~e
· p.rob·l.e-.m. , Van Voorhees said,
'We may need
~ate as a whole ...needs to

(

Voucher program
may_'Ride'·again

•

said.
SGA has -also ensured the program will continue through at least
the remainder of ·the year with an,. . ~.,a:::
allocation by the Activity _amr; :·
Service Fee Committee.
:--e ~ ··it:' 1j'\.
"This current fiscal year there~~· · _
has been an .allocation by the
_ Activity and Service ~ Committee
of $30,000 for additional vouchers.
BE.N BAIRD
S.TAFF WRITER
but that funding cannot go to fund
this program until the ·new agreeAs UCF students make . their ment or contract with Meers
plans for Friday and Saturday .Transportation [goes into effect],"
nights, many have stopped by the Pavlonnis said.
This additional funding will
Student Government Asso()iation
Ticket Center to pick up a Safe Ride · come after talks and contract negotivoucher. However, those stopping by ations with Meers Transportation,
in the past week have left empty- the compl!Jly that owns the taxi servhanded.
:iee utilized by Safe Ride. A09ording
SGA purchased 600 Safe «Ride to Pavlonnis talks with Meers began
·
vouchers for the academic year but last week
has already distributed all 600 of the
In light of the current lack of
vouchers; which students,can u~e to vouchers some senators raised
get a cab ride from any location up questions as to t~ current operatto 15 miles from campus. SGA pur- ing ··statu~ L of S¥:e Ride. Marcus
()hased the vouchers- for $30,000. . Gould, .the program'~ -- .founder,
The vouchers have a maximum beli~ves'that it has been abused.
value of $50:
_
"I don't think 600 people have
However, SGA still has available picked up vouchers," Goul4 said. It
funds to continue the Safe Ride pro- may be several people picked up
gram. If SGA finds that it has suffi- many vouchers, he said.
·
cient funds, it will disperse more
Gould said that the Safe Ride
vouchers at an undetermined date.
prpgram has lost its educational
David Pavlonnis, director of stu- aspect, which is aimed at teaching
.dent government administrative students about respo_nsible alcohol
'services, said an audit of the pro- usage, and has instead become a
gram would reveal whether any way for students to get a free trip
money from the original $30,000 home when they're drunk.
allocation still .remains.
"Hopefully }f we continue the
'We're currently auditing the program it wont be just, 'I'm drunk, I
vouchers that have been redeemed . can .spend $50 more on liquor
or used and also auditing the ·ones because I know I have a free ride
that are still outstanding," Pavlonnis home,"' Gould said.

Senator claims
.. program ~<td
by students .
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MICHELE GAGNE I
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Sophomore Nick Digirolamo has been working_hard on the campaign trail forlico Perez.
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College politic.qs··. ~.: -~.' .. ·FromSftiQent pPlitics
support UCF alumtlYS: ·: :;, ·, ···'fo cit}' pOlitics
KRISTA ZILIZI

DAN THOMP~ON

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

. On a recent Friday evening, cb.riS Crowley
was doing somethirig most college students.

could never ·be.bothered with - actively partic-:
ipating in local politics.
·_
Equipped with a p0st-hole digger and a
truck full of wooden stakes, Crowley's campaign assignment,today, like most evenings, is
posting yard signs around to!Vfi. Ftxing . the
campaign signs to the stakes and drilling it into
the ground isn't the hard part, the 20-year-Old
sophon:i.ore says, as he struggles to push the
PLEASE SEE

70 students ON 7

Focused and confident; Tico Perez looked
_directly at the camera and announced to the
city of Orlando, "I am ready to be your mayor."
Twenty years earlier, Perez addressed
the student body at UCF much the same way.
Perez reigned as both a senator and student body president at UCF in the early
1980s. In 2003, there. still exist testaments of
Perez's presence at UCF besides his old signatures on government minutes from the
· past.
PLEASE SEE

Perez oN 6
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Poised for activism

ADAM SHIVER I CFF

Robert Coffman uses a megaphone to capture the attention of students passing by the Student Union.

Forty protesters begin first
anti-war movement on campus
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

On an unusually warm
afternoon last Wednesday, an
uncommon scene was taking
shape at UCF. Students armed
with signs began to gather outside the Student Union. Those
without signs donned T-shirts
that read "No Blood for Oil" and
"Drop Bush not Bombs."
Another student passed out
fliers that read 15 Re,asons to
Hate Bush.
Then, under the direction of
Robert Coffman, president of
the new campus student organization Campus Peace Action, 40
students began chanting, ''What
do we want? Peace. When do we
want it? Now."
Equipped with a mega- .
phone and a notebook, Coffman
silenced the chanting students
and stepped away from the
crowd. Fbrceful and well-versed,
the 22-year-old jUnior declared,
"Understand this war is not
about flag-waving and supporting your country- this is about
oil..It will only benefit t4ose who
already have their haut\s in the
oil pot. This president does not
have your interest at heart.
Opposing war is your patriotic
duty."
Suddenly; a war protest
was taking place at UCF, and
.Coffman and his 40 activists
were there to convince students
why war with Iraq was wrong. ·
While Jan. 29 marked a
national day of protest in many
places across the country following President Bush's State of
the Union address last Tuesday
evening, it was the first protest
UCF had ever seen.
But, at first no one seemed
to care, except Wmter Springs
resident Matthew Macik, who
called himself the lone voice of
reason.
- "It's sad to see this whole
thing is one-sided," he said.
"There are no students supporting the President."
"These young people don't
see that this isn't war propaganda - it's the truth," he continued. "We have choices in

When Your Business Has An

Opportunity Or Need...

Time Matters.

ADAM SHIVER I CFF

Protesters took a stand against the war with Iraq. Forty students held signs attacking
President Bush, believing the war is all about oil.
America, and I choose to support the President."
But the protesters weren't
there to debate the reasons for ·
war. They were resolute in their
belief that war with Iraq was
wrong and wanted others to feel
the same.
.
They drowned out Macik's
dissenting opinion, chanting,
"Hey Bus:Q., we know you, your
Daddy was a killer too."
Slowly but surely, as television cameras from local news
stations began to trickle in,
spectators also iook notice and
·
began to follow.

While ·the campus protest
didn't attract half a million like
last
month's
march
in
Washington D.C. did, it did not
go unnoticed either. One professor joined the group of peaceful
activists, while another stood on
the other camp and called the
protest, "a waste of time."
"These students are a
bunch of losers," said Niels
Lobo, a computer science professor. "They probably don't
even read th~ newspaper. If you
study this issue, you've_got to
PLEASE SEE

Two-Hour ON 6

When your business faces
an opportunity or has a
financial need, you need
answers, not delays.
At The Citizens Bank of
Oviedo, our commercial
. loan professionals know

how to respond quickly
with tailored solutions and
impeccable personal service.
And because time matters, .
it's time to rely on The
Citizens Bank of Oviedo.
Give us a call today.
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Perez implemented summer
graduations at university
FROM PAGE

,,cu
:I

•

Scholarships and grant f"·nds

3

He initiated the first evening escort service
for all individuals on campus - the Student
Escort and Patrol Services that is still used by students today.
The covered bike racks, that still stand near
the dorms today, are a result of Perez's work as
president and so are the grills by the dorm lawns.
Summer graduations exist at l}CF thanks to
Perez, who passed the resolution after UCF
switched from grading quarters to semesters.
Perhaps Perez's most valuable example of
representing the student body's needs in the '80s
was his decision to allocate $10,000 in emergency
funds to financial aid to help financially strapped
students waiting on late financial assistance
checks to arrive.
And like any president, Perez made decisions
that didn't sit well with some during his. term. He
vetoed a bill to allocate $415 to 24 musicians who
hoped to attend the Florida Music Educators
Association in Jacksonville.
The same day, he granted $350 to send a
girls' and a boys' championship flag football team
to New Orleans for a national competition.
He also vetoed a $360 request to send two
representatives to the Sports Medicine Education
Institute in Atlanta for experience in their field
and denied a $125 request for students to attend
the Southeastern Theatre Conference.
But taking the leap from student government, to city government isn't affecting Perez's
general outlook. He still holds the same values
today as he did while attending UCF.
' .A.t UCF I focused on leadership and man- agement skills to use the students' money efficiently;" Perez said. "Now, I stand on the same
platform, it's just a bigger pond."
While attending UCF, Perez represented
close to 15,000 students. As Orlando mayor, he
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UCF graduate Tico Perez made an impact at UCF and hopes to
do the same in Orlando.
would represent almost 200,000 citizens.
Orlando's escalating population serves as one of
the key footholds in Perez's campaign platforms.
Jeff Jonasen, Perez's campaign manager,
believes Perez will be. just as effective as a city
leader as he wa.S as a student body leader.
"His knowledge of the city, and the community's needs is what makes him a great candidate,"
Jonasen said. ''We're receiving a lot of positive
feedback from all aspects of the community."
And as Orlando mayor, Perez won't forget his
past. In fact, he plans to act as a gateway to develop stronger ties between the university and the
city.
·
"I perceive UCF to be a big part of our city's
future," Perez said. "Our future starts at UCF."
In a way, so does his.
With a team of more than 70 students supporting Perez's campaign, including student body
vice-president Brian Kirlew; Perez has relied on
UCF volunteer efforts to create a better awareness of his ideas in this mayoral race.

f@~f®-· __
A MOST VNIQllB BOVTIQl!E.

Be lllj '1alent:lne
i'-Ve g9t
ffitts tQt Bil\1
Gltts t9t rIER
and ffitt'i t<?t

1\vo-hour protest draws
spectators, ·news crews

the PEI~
weLO\lE!
401 West Fairbanks. Winter Park

407.599.9992

FROM PAGE4

realize that Saddam has to go."
"Basic wisdom should tell
them [protesters] to listen to
these U.N. inspectors and realize that ultimately Bush is making the most sane decision."
While the protest remained
peaceful, several spectators
became embroiled in heated
debates with protesters and
other spectators. A group of students mocked the activists'
chants declaring, "What do \we
want? War. When do we want' it?
Now."
One spectator accused the
anti-war activists of behaving
hostilely to which Coffman
ADAM SHIVER I CFF
replied, "Who's hostile here?
We're for peace in America, Niels Lobo, a computer science professor, tries to convince a student why war with
peace in Iraq and all over the Iraq is justified. He called Bush's choice to pursue war a sane decision.
world. It's a little weird that people are sitting out here saying It's not so much that he is going supporting a meaningless war,
they want war and death." ·
to use them, but do we want shesaid. ''When you think about peo- :
"The line has been drawn," Saddam having that kind of
Coffman told spectators, "If you leverage over us? What I want to ple's children and husbands losdo not join the movement, you know is, what would it take for ing their lives, that's something
are implicitly for war -you can these people to say, 'OK, it's time really hard to put millions of
-not be in between." '
families though - espeeially if
for war.~"
Junior Christ Tomasso, 20
Sophomore Richard Kelley; there is no purpose."
had made his choice. He sup- 20, said he knew what could
As the protest drew to a
ports a war with Iraq and won- change the protesters' views.
close nearly two . hours later,
ders what it would take to con"I bet if [Iraq] threw a bomb Coffman told spectators, "The
vince the protesters to back one through a window here with a · world has never seen activism
as well.
biological weapon, [the protest- like this. Fbur million people will
''.A lot of what they are say- ers] would be quick to protest protest before a war even
ing are half-truths," he said. for war."
begins."
"They say it's just about oil Paige Anderson, 19, was on
And he was right, the world
that's only half of it. Saddam has the other side of the line. The had never seen such forceful
been shady, he's been biding · freshman, who comes from a activism before, at least UCF
weapons, that's all well-know. military family, could not justify hadn't until now.
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"Home resales ·
hit record again."
--Orlando Sentinel
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70 UCF students
i;unning campaign
. assemble signs.
Digirolamo acknowledges
digger through the solid dirt. The · that Perez·has been able to garh_ard part is navigating through ner ,more "support from. college
Orlando's downtown streets dur- students compared to other caning rush hour trying to find the didates ..But he says that's not
locations that have been just a result of Perez's UCF affiliapproved for Tico Perez yard ation; but because the candisigns.
.date's agenda has addressed col"I get to learn the roads of lege student concerns ~tead of
downtown Orlando," Crowley ignoring them.
said. "If anything I can say I know
"Being a graduate from UCF,
where FbrmosaAvenue is- I put Tico can improve the relations
up a sign there."
between UCF and the City of
While Crowley is unfamiliar Orlando," he said. "The universiwith Orlando's downtown streets, ty has a lot of events in the city of
he is familiar with city politics. He Orlando, which is a gateway Tico
has been involved in several city can provide."
council campaigns in his home. '~Transportation is also a
town of Daytona as a political sci- major issue in Tico's campaign
ence major, but says this one is that affects students," he said.
different for two reasons.
"The biggest t).:rlng that affects
Fbr Crowley, this campaign students is roads because everyisn't just .abQut padding his one drives on I-4 and 408."
resume or making connections,
But Perez's connection to
though he adnrlts working on the younger generation stretches
· ·
mayoral campaign for a city with beyondUCF.
a 200,000 population has allowed
"Because Tico's ,been so
him to meet several influential involved in the
figureheads within the city.
community, he's VOTE
InstBad, Crowley has a per- touched a lot of Mayoral
sonal interest vested in former people's lives and .elections are
UCF graduate Tico Perez's may- he's b:ad the Feb. 4, 2003
oral campaign.
opportunity to
_So Crowley has immersed work with so many young people
himself in this campaign just like on: different fronts," said Alan
7Q other UCF students have, Fbwler, a former UCF graduate
backing Perez and making his who worked on Perez's camcanipaign one of the most youth- paigns beginning in 1999 and
oriented campaigns in this may- continues to volunteer today.
oral race.
Perez's vision to turn
''I think the reason most of Orlando into a vibrant communius are for Tico is because he ty- filled with culture, art and
would be the first UCF-graduated entertainment has also appealed
mayor, so that means a lot to all of to the college demographic who
us," he said.
plan to settle in Orlando after
Like
Crowley,
Nick graduation.
Digirolamo, 19, is working on
"He is completely committed
Perez's campaign. Digirolamo to revitalizing and putting all
has taken a keen iiiterest ill both kinds of life into the city of
Perez and local politics for nearly Orlando," he said. " He wants to
eight years.
fix the city's woes and make this
"I met Tico through Boy a place· where people want to
Scouts and I've always been live."
mterested in politics, so my
It's not just Perez's political
involvement is a mix of both," he ideologies that have won his student supporters. His strong charsaid.
He, too, is drilling yard signs acter has also renewed these stu- ·
with Crowley, until he notices an dents' faith in politicians.
intoxicated elderly man, standing ·
"He's very open-minded to
baref<><;>t on a street corner, wav- any idea tossed at him,"
ing a Tico for Mayor sign. TJ:le Digirolamo saj.d. "He listens to
man drops his sign, approaches people and wants to know what
Digirolamo and tells him the Navy others have to say. If it's doable,
SEALS have put a Tico Perez he'll do it. He doesn't put on an
sign in the middle _of Lake act, I know a lot of poJiticians who
Ivanhoe. The sophomore politely put on acts."
~ smiles and thanks the man for his
While Perez's character has
information and support and renewed students' interest in politics, Jeff Jonasen, Perez's camboth return to their work.
"It's unfounded," Digirolamo paign manager, said it's refresb,said: "This guy has called the ing to see college students back
office four times this week telling on the campaign trail.
"I was involved in camus that."
~It seems like everyone's got
paigns in college, so it's nice to
their supporters who are really · see students in city politics,"
eccentric. I've seen Buddy Dyer Jonasen said. "I've worked for
supporters who are just as eccen- Buddy Dyer and never saw quite
as many students involved. I
tric," he said.
But Digirolamo isn't put off appreciate that they chose to be ·
and con,tinues to help Crowley involved here."
FROM PAGE
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UCF undergraduates have uni·que opp_orturiities
that provide a smooth transition to graduate school.

•1;nn.1143;r;mm can take graduate classes
.that apply to both their undergraduate and
graduate degrees:
lf!\1111:ihn:~ that enable

students to complete both a bachelor's and
master's degree in five years are available to
history, liberal studies and nursing majors.
~worth $25,000 per year are

available to ·outstanding UCF
undergraduates.
Visit our web site for more information.

www.graduate.ucf.edu

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
GRADUATE STUDIES

talHial 1ocati1I'
407.292.1889
5100 I. CDIDlial lritl r.mlGnerPlm

230 Millican Hall I 407.823.2766
graduate@mail.ucf.edu
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Ride.calls Columbia tragedy unavoidable
FROM PAGE

1

tions listened.
Later in the day she spoke to
girls in middle school. The College
of Engineering and Computer
Science hosted Sunday's event, .
titled the Sally Ride Science
Festival.
The fifth-graders' questions
focused on Saturday morning's
disaster. Ride, wearing a burgundy
long-sleeve shirt and looking tired
from the many interviews she had
conducted following the tragedy,
answered their questions -as best
she could.
Ride, who flew on two missions to space on the shuttle
Challenger before it exploded on
January 28, 1986, served on the
presidential commission that
investigated th~ Challenger
tragedy. Seven astronauts, including
schoolteacher
Christa
McAuliffe, died on that mission.
The Columbia accident happened 17 years and four days after
the Challenger accident and
claimed the lives of seven more
astronauts, including the first
Israeli astronaut.
The seven space explorers
included five men - Commander
Rick Husband, pilot William
McCool, payload commander
Michael Anderson, mission specialist Davin Brown and Israeli
payload specialist Ilan Ramon and two women, mission specialist .
Kalpana Chawla and mission specialist Laurel Clark. ·
·
Ride talked about the shock of
Saturday's disaster and said it

POTENTIAL CAUSE
Investigators have turned their
sights to the external fuel tank
and the shuttle's January 16th
liftoff for clues as to what
went wrong.

CHRJSI'OPHER ARNOW I CFF

brought back memories of the
Challenger accident.
"The moment that I heard that
[mission control· had lost contact
with the Columbia at 9 a.m.], I
knew there was· a very; very bad
problem," Ride said. "Because I

was so close to the Challenger accident, the members of that crew and
the investigation, my thoughts
went back to the Challenger accident. I felt, 'Oh my gosh, we have
another horrible day.' "
Ride, a physics professor at

the University of California in San
Diego, said NASA could not prevent Saturday's accident. ''There
was almost no time from the point
they realized there was something
wrong until b~ically it was o~er,"
Ride said. "NASA had no indication really that there was a serious
problem until the shuttle ju13t didn't
. show up and you started seeing the
streaks in the sky."
"Things happened much too
quickly," she added "NASA is very;
very good at having back-up plan
after back-up .plan after back-up
plan. Fbr everything you can think
of, they plan for. This wa8 something that was v.ery unexpected
and nothing could be done."
Ride stressed that people not
rush to judgment on what caused
the Columbia accident. "I think
people are sort of foousing on what
may have been problems somewhere around or inside the left
wing of the shuttle," Ride said.
"One of the lessons from the
Challenger accident and investigation is don't try to pre-guess what
the problem may have been."
Based upon her experience
investigating the Challenger, Ride
did not want to speculate on what
caused Columbia to explode. "In
the first few days of the Challenger
investigation, there were lots of
theories, and they all turned out to
be wrong," she said "So, I think it's
safe to say that we just don't know
yet."
Although she does not know
what caused the accident, Ride dismissed the idea that Congressional
cuts to NASA's budget had any-

thing to do with the Columbia
tragedy. "I doubt this accident is
related to the lack of funds .. .I don't
think.that more money a year ago
, or five years ago would have made
any difference."
In response to · questions
about what good could come from
Saturday's tragedy, Ri.de said the
event could regenerate interest in
science. '1\1.though it is very discouraging right now; I think over
the next few months it will start
inspiring a lot of kids to look to the
stars and start studying math and
science," she said
She talked about why NASA
should continue moving forward. "I ·
think that there will be a reaffirmation of the importance of the space
program, a reaffirmation of the
importance of exploration in science and in engineering," Ride
said. "Science, technology and
engineering drive our.country forward"
Ride said the space program
should continue. because it motivates young people to strive for
success in science. "It's a great
example of the wonderful things
our country can do when we put
our mind to it, and the wonderful
things we can learn about our planet and our uniVerse when we really
put the effort into it," Ride' said.
illtimately, Ride remains optimistic that the Columbia accident
will have some positive outcomes.
.Ride said, "Events like this sometimes focus our attention and focus
our understanding of how impor. tant the study of science and engineering can be:"
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·Sally Ride was given acommemorative plate made by the 5th graders.at Thornebrook
Elementary~

Space pjoneer
•
•
tnsptr~s , women

•

•
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to his friends what bis daughter

STAFF.WRITER

was doing," she said ''Then I

became an astronaut, and bis .
Sally _Ride, the· first problem was solved."
American woman in space, and
Despite Saturday's trag00y,
Major General Marcelite Harris, Ride said she would return to
former director of the U.S. Space space given the opportunity.
"IlikewhatJohnGlenndid,"
Alliance, spoke about women's
roles in space exploration before she said "I'm gonna call up
a group of 300 elementary school . NASA in 25 or 30 years and tell
and middle school girls at UCF on them I want to go back too."
Sunday in an all-day science fesHarris said women have
tival aimed at encouraging girls gone to great le~, even posed
to pursue math-: and science as men, to serve their country,
careers.
and have made considerable conBut before the Sally Ride tributions throughout history.
. "It's not unusual for women
Space Festival could begin, Ride
and Harris allowed the young to be a part of what's good for this
women to ask questions about · country," she said 'We've always
the shuttle Columbia trag00ythat been a part ofit."
Harris handled contracts
claimed the lives of seven astronauts the morning before.
crucial to NASA'.s exploration
"My experience has been, at programs.
"Space isn't the next frontimes like this, people want to get
together," Ride said.
·
tier," Harris said. 'We are already
''I think although yesterday there and we're going te keep
was a horrible day for the space going there."
·
program, it will go on and gel betAfter their· speech, the
ter because of it," she said
women fielded questions about
The 46 Challenger Centers what scares them, what inspires
across the nation, she said, serve them and what space food tastes
as ~ memorial to lost crew mem- like.
·
hers, as well as inspiration for the·
They set aside their usual
children who want to become military and astrophysics vocab- ·
tomorrow's astronauts. She ularies and answered every quesexpects something. similar . will tion in words the young women
happen for Columbia's creW.
could understand
. Although she helped with
Things like air resistan~,
the investigation following the orbital engines and noticeable
Challenger accident, she said she atmosphere were simplified and '
is not currently assisting in shut- explained in less than three sentle Columbia's investigation.
tences.
"I will help ·by offering any
One student challenged Ride
perspective I have from my expe- asking her whether it was fair to
riences," she told studentS.
let people buy their way into
Ride also told the young space.
"Iamallforsendingcivilians
women how she grabbed th~
opportunity to travel to space into space;" Ride said "But I
more than 20 years ago.
think we need a system of merit
"I was working on my Ph.D. to cl!oose them, not just based on
at Stanford, and I remember who has the biggest cb.eckbook"
NASA ran
in our school
She said a diverse amount
paper because theywere looking of people · should travel into
for women to join the space pro- · space. Musicians and journalists
gram," she said "I saw one of can describe the experience in a
thein and ripped it out immedi- much different perspective· than
ately. I stuffed my application an engineer or a scientist can,
into the first mailoox I came . she said:
across."
De~pite the loss. of shuttle
Her father, a political science Columbia's crew, Ride spoke optiprofessor, always encouraged mistically about NASA's future.
her to_pursue science, she said,
"It's going to go on and it's
even though he had no clue what going to get better,," she said.
':,\nd the kids growing up today
3$trophysics was about.
"My father could not explain - are going to be a big part of it."
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Don't ground ..
manned
missions
.M
any Americans weren't thinking about
the Colombia space shuttle's return to
Earth Saturday morning. In fact, most
have come to consider space travel so
routine in this day and age that lift-offs and landings hardly ever made the headlines anymore.
But Saturday's tragedy made headlines and
made Americans realize that blasting.shuttleR
into space is still an extraordinary feat - still
risky and imperfect.
· While President Bush vowed that space
exploration would go on, many Americans were
left wondering if there were justified reasons to
continue to risk human lives in space missions.
In a time of soaring health care costs, a possible war with Iraq and a plummeting economy,
are space missions a vital priority for America?
While it seems that there are few other reasons to return tq space except to satisfy man's
need for knowledge, America's space program
must indeed press on for several reasons. America needs to continue to send more
fleets into space to assure that these seven
astronauts did not die in vain.
.America needs. to send more humans into space because machines, regardless of how innovative they may be, cannot make the same con.tributions to space study and research that
- human experience can. Machines cannot inspire
students to join the nation's space program the
same way veteran astronauts can.
Without space missions, Americans may

~
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never have seen some of the many innovations
· that are a result of space exploration.
·
Manned space missions should contjnue
because exploring the unknown is a fundamental of human spirit - the same spirit that
inspired adventurers to travel across the -0ceans
to unknown lands centuries ago now pushes sci. entists to conduct experiments and make discoveries that have benefited mankind in many practical ways.
Grounding the space program forever isn't
the answer; the solution however calls for major
overhauls for NASA and space exploration.
But the only way the space program can
successfully continue to exist requires more
. attention and funding from the government and
from the American public than it has received in
recent years.
· ·
The best way to ensure that humans are
never lost in space missions again is to replace
20- year-old shuttles with new space vehicles even if that price tag is $4 billion or:$5 billion.
Tiles that crack and fracture off space vehicles aren't acceptable eitber - heating shields
need to be designed to withstand intense conditions that don't have to be second-guessed by
scientists.
Ameriean must remember that condemning
manned space missions may have saved seven
lives in this event, and may save lives in the
future, but it will also destroy the human spirit of

CmuSTOPHER ARNOLD I
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~!oration.

OUR STANCE:

A.ctivism a welcome.
gesture at UCF
I

he forty students who assembled outside the Student Union on Wednesday to
protest against American foreign policy
and the coming war with Iraq deserve
·praise for taking a stand and spe~g out.
Finally, some students are beginnihg to exercise
··
their free speech rights.
Their words and actions attracted a decent
amount of attention from the student body and
the Orlando community at large. A respectable
number of students actually went by the protest
to check it out and see what was going on:
Sprue students even joined the protest after
they learned the purpose of the protest. Local
television stations covered the protest, letting
Orlando residents know ~bout the growing
resistance here at UCF to war. .
The protesters accomplished their goal of
rrusing awareness among students about war
with Iraq, and they did so peacefully. Although
some people_opposed them and argued with
them, the protesters remained peaceful and
committed to their ideals.
To their credit, UCF police officers at the
scene allowed the protesters to practice their
rights and kept the peace during the at-times
heated arguments.
Wednesday's protest is an encouraging
~tart of hopefully greater activism on campus.

T

Students should use the expanded free speech
zones on campus to raise their voices.
Opponents and proponents of war alike
should continue to speak up. Bot.ti sides should
make their cases. If they do, hopefully the rest
of the student body will either join them, or at
least pay attention.
Unfortunately, too many students paid no
attention to the protest. Some ignored it; others
avoided it. Students need to realize that
American military action will affect them; in
fact, it already has:
Students who dislike campus policies or
the actions of student government should use
their right to free speech to protest.
·
Hopefully,when the anti-war protesters
stage their next protest, more students will ·
notice and join them, unless, of course, students
support the Bush administration in its push
pre-emptive war with Iraq. ·
,
Eitlrer way, students should pay attention
to the world around them and the many important issues facing them now and in the future.
As the world changes, the UCF community can
sit back and let things happen as they will, or
they can speak out against unnecessary evils
like war. Silence equals acceptance and complacency; while protest equals resistance and
action.

for

"To accomplish great things, we _. must not only act, but also dream: _
,
not only plan, but also believe."

· Black degree percentages in line with black population
Adam Shiver wrote in "Payback, not payoff.
. needed" published Jan B, that "white students
receive a whopping 76.7 percent of college degrees
awarded each year."
Aquick visit to the Census Bureau's Web
site revealed that whites make up 81 percent of
the American population, though. Shiver's
bemoaning of blacks receiving only 10 percent of
the graduate degrees and Asians receiving 4.5
percent becomes less startling when one considers
that they represent only 12 percent and four percent of the population. respectively.

Incidentally, the University of Michigan did
not give extra points to Asians. Additionally, one
should consider the reasonableness of Michigan's
admissions system. which gave 20 points, out of a
possible 150, for being black. and only 12 for a
perfect 1600 on the SAT. In Michigan. applicants
received more points for being part of the .14.2
percent of the state's black population than the
less than one percent who achieved a perfect SAT
score.
-BRIJCE M. SABIN

...

Vote best man for the job, ignore affiliation
In response to your editorial."SGA needs nonGreek leaders," published Jan. 27. more non-Greek
students should become actively involved on campus. The more diverse our campus leadership is, the
better it is for all students,
Student Government represents students
from all walks of life. There are 20 non-Greek leaders in Student Government Senate. While SGA has
allocated .$32,000 to Greek Council, SGA has also
allocated $8.43 million to the rest of the campus
for .non-Greek events.
Dividing the campus amongst Greek and
non-Greek lines is irresponsible. Many Greeks have
non-Greek friends and ·vice-versa. The other large
number of senators are Greek. Those are the same
students who have approved that $8.43 million of
students' funds to benefit non-Greek events and
programs.

Again. regarding the editorial, more nonGreek students should get involved on ·campu~. but
Greeks aren't destroying our campus. They've bonded together with non-Greek organizations such as
the Progressive Council to protest changes to the
Golden Rule - changes that would jeopardize student rights for all students.
·
Greek students have been vital in the success
of the Multi-Cultural Student Center. Many Greek
students have become leaders in cultural organizations - helping those organizations that are dominated by non-Greeks to prosper.
,
Students, please make sure to vote this election for the best candidate, not because they are
Greek or non-Greek.
-MARCO PENA
564 President

Radst senator disgrace to students and S6A
Rather than approach with·this with an ad
hominem attack, I ask that one consider if the selfishness, carelessness and blatant racism evidenced by
Mr. Van Voorhees is in any way a benefit to the school
or the student senate he serves, regarding the article
"Inflammatory e-mail stuns student government," by
Ben Baird published Jan. 27.
Ido not feel racism is a subjl'ct that should be
tolerated, though I would rather that one accept
responsibility for their actions than make claim of
misinterpretation. Though I am not "fresh off the
boat" or voting for "~be ticket of death," Iwould lfke

to thank the forces of irony and Van Voorhees for
drawing attention to these candidates.
· Furthermore, the act of ell'ctronlc franking that
Mr. Van Voorhees so used is an insult to those •
involved in SGA in any way. shape, or form. I think
now is a better time than ever for students to fulfill
a duty to themselves to become more aWare of SGA"s
roles and responsibilities, its opportunities for personal and collective growth and the individual constituents which make up our student governing body.
-MATTHEW.SHANNON

The &.Jt.ttre encourages rnmments ftom readers. k>ttet'S to the editor sh'ould not exce<!d
300 words and must im::!ude full name and phone number. We may edit for length,
gramma1. style and libel. Send lt:tters to editoH•?UCffoture.rnm, submit them online

at w•11w.UCFfun1re.wm or f,ax thimt to 407-447-4556. Quesl,lons? (all 407-447-4555.

-ANATOLE FRANCE
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Also appearing...
Tony Bedard
Tony Isabella
Steve Niles
Gary Lockwood
J. Scott Campbell Adam Hughes Jimmy Palmiotti\
"2001: A Space Odyssey"
Frank Cho · Drew Johnson George Perez
Lloyd Kaufman
Scott Ciencin
Jeff Johnson Brandon Peterson
Troma Entertainment
Amanda Conner
Dan Jolley
BrianPulido
Jonathan Hardy "Farscape" Marie Croall ·Barbara Kesel Robert Rodi
Dina Meyer Anthony Cistaro _Kathy Garver "Family Affair" Chris Cross
James Kochalka R.A. Salvatore
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Richard Biggs "Babylon 5" Chuck Dixon
Greg Land
Bart Sears
Nichelle Nichols "Star Trek" ~ Larry Elmore
~ob Layton
Jim Silke
· David Prowse "Star Wars" Christian Gossett
Andy Lee
Ray Snyder
Peter Mayhew "Star Wars" Butch Guice Joseph Michael Linsner Karl Story
Patricia Zentilfi "Lexx"
Cully Hamner
David Mack Brian Stelfree~e
Brian Downey "Lexx."
Gilbert Hernandez . Ron Marz Ethan Van Seiver
more to be announced...
Jaime Hernandez JD Mettler plus many more...
Walter Koenig
Gil Gerard
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This sport takes the
cake, or its athletes do
MENTAL DOODllS

CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD
STAFF WRITER

"It was a bright cold day in
April, and the clocks were striking thirteen."
Thus begins George
Orwell's 1984, a past vision of a
now-passed future. The novel
- besides being rich in symbolic layers, famous for inducing
migraines in hi~ school students from purple mountain
majesty to amber waves of
grain - has had more than its
share of influence on our society and popular cultilre. ·
One need not look any further than "reality television".to
discover this. Therein audiences are given shows through
which they _are able to watch
the daily lives of strangers.
Truly, big brother is watching you.
In fact, "Big Brother'' just
happened to be one of these
-shows. The network that
offered it just happened to be
_ CBS, whose logo is an "eye." All
the better to see you with, my
dear.
But Orwell's work has
done more than h~lp create a
paranoid generation of people.
It offered such pearls of wisdom
as "newspeak" and "doublethink," the latter of which,
interestingiy enough, means the
ability to maintain two contradictory beliefs simultaneously
in your .mind. More than just
holding those thoughts, however, you·must accept them both,
at the same time.
_ While this sounds simple
enough, it is no easy task to
believe war is peaee and vice
versa.
But one must proverbially
crawl before they can walk, and
fortunately, there are no shortages of opportunities to practice doublethink. ·
Take, for instance, the
rampant and widely-growing
obesity that iS befalling the
nation. Lawsuits have been
raised against fast food carte~s.
Studies have shown that people
are consuming in greater abundance.
Fbr only 49 cents more, a

medium pouch of greasy french balls incessantly to help feed
the hungry. .A noble end, no
fries can be magically transformed into a bucket of golden:-- doubt, but the path there seems
brown, cheese-covered sticks of a bit sketchy.
Even more interesting is
- artery-clogging lard by-prodthe entire subculture of peopleucts.
who continue to flock to this soAnd don't forget the dipcaI.led sport. The audiences are
ping sauce.
there, many of which probably
The United States apparjust needed something to
ently has had the munchies for
attend after Comedy Central
quite some time, and without
· adequate physical activity to
c~ased production of
Battlebots. .As long as people
offset the added weight gain show up for these events, they
no, trips to the fridge don't
count - we are not only getwill remain.
These audiences bestow
ting fatter, we are cutting years
upon the competitors their own
off of our lives.
brand of celebrity.
In addition to noting the
Over-eating has in fact
rise in obesity, studies have
been placed upon a pedestal
begun to estimate just how
under the guise of sport, commuch time you are cheating
plete with its own governing
yourself by hot maintaining
one's healthy weight. According body, the International
Federation of Competitive
to t~em, and based on your
Eating (1FOCE, whose meetings
height, weight, age, and other
factors, you could be lessening. I understand are held at the
your life expectancy. by three to IHOP). lt even comes wi~h its
own training regimen that
seven years. In doing so, you
become a more likely candidate includes developing one's stomach capacity, jaw strength and
for health problems such as
high blood pressure, heart dishand· speed.
You don't get to be a world
ease, diabetes and stroke.
So, in a nutshell, based on
champion eater by just eating,
the aforementioned information after all.
Oh, and did I mention that ·
compiled from CNN and other
reputable news agencies, obesi- the International Olympic
ty is bad.
Committee has been petitioned
Hold that thought in your
to make competitive eating a
head. Obesity is biµ!.
medal event? Absurd, but true.
Modern-day obesity has
Remember that, because
been partly attributed to conobesity is good.
sumers' ignorance of the nutri.Atleastaccordingto
Travel Channel's ''Vegas: Battle tional elements of the food they
of the Buffets." And seconded
. are eating. Similarly, it is ignoby Discovery's "GutBusters."
rance that has led to this rise in
And apparently the motion was eating competitions. We have
passed when Fbx aired "The
turned the asinine into the
amazing.and readily reward
Glutton Bowl" in 2002. Other
networks have aired similar
individuals for being better
specials, evidence of the growlocusts than other individuals.
ing popularity of one of the latWhile many might see this
est "sports" to be dubbed
as harmless fun bolstered by its
"extreme."
newfound cult-like status, the
What these shows have
greater dangers it presents
done is package what tradition- may not yet be fully appreciatally is found at county fairs and ed. If we are to truly reverse
super:sized them into commerthe trend of increasing obes~ty,
cial consumption competitions.
most agree it can only be
These ewnts are held annually accomplished through prevenall over the country, and their
tion and keeping children fit
early on. How can we realistinumbers increase each year.
They are sponsored by restaucally hope to accomplish this if
rant chains and food manufacnetworks continue to latc:h onto
turers. One event, held in New
this disturbing new genre?
York and sponsored by Ben's
We c<m't. Something, even- .
tually, will have to give. .
Kosher Deli, was held with the
philanthropic vision of raising
Obesity is good, Obesity is
money to help the homeless
bad. Good is bad. Orwell is alive
and hungry. ·
and well.
That's right. This new
breed of "athlete," in all their
300-plus pounds of giory,
Columnist Christopher Arnold can be
reached at chris@ucffuture.com
downed baseball-sized matzo
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Smd your Love with flowers
VAL~TINE'S DAY.2003

Dear Customer,
Valentine's Day is quickly approaching and you're
. probably looking for the perfect gift for your Valentine!
Look No Further!
We have a special Offer:

Dozen Roses
Direct From ·Grower

$49.95 + (9.95 S&H)
~ese

Prices are ontv valid for oo·UM ordering~

•••Please keep In mind that Prtces a.re subject to change without notlc.e doser to Valentine"s Day
dep;mding on product demand.~ ..

1'

The Fut&~ is fooking for dedicatedt
hard~working staff !JleJ!l~er'S. · ·
,,

Available positions include:
•Editors
• Ne~s & lifestyles
Wntef.5

•Photographers

~p i;mail edita~ref!utur~tf~'!' for more,il!formation!. .

With this selection you receive one dozen elegantly wrapped Premium
Long stem Red Roses {22"·26't) with Filler Greens, a personalized card,
floral preservative packets and rose care information. Your order is
wrapped In decorative cellophane and carefully hand packed on Ice In an
attractive, fully Insulated gift box, and shipped vJa Overnight Courier.

We also hCJVCll other Flower specials mrting at $34.95*. Also, surprise
your vatentlne earty and receive a FREE VASE** ptus 10% off coupon for
future order by ordering for deHvery on or before Feb 13t11 • Beginning ·
February 1• you will receive $5 off if you choose delivery before
February 12th. See us this VALENTINES at BosesExpreg.net; Phone orders
Monday-Frid•Y 9AM-5PM !ST:

1"888·321-ROSE (7673) ext.40642
If yol( quote the discount code "40642" you will receive a 5% discount off of the phone order
prlce.
·
·
. All Dirtet from the \Jl'lw..er Gills are unconditionally auarantttd lo arrive ~h and btal.lliful every time y0u order. If you arc not 100% satisfied with the produe! quality upoil amval, we will tepla.ce It fr~ of tharge. Thi:; guanmtec
applies to orders ror which we have received complete and accurate delivery infomtation. •Tills Price 1$ only valid ror
on-line ordering.** Free Vase Is offered only on cut flower bouquets.
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Boyd's return lifts Knights
MATT BETHON
STAFF WRITER

Ray Abellard scored 13 points, and
the Golden Knights used a suffocating
zone defense to defeat Samford 58-52
,Saturday night at the UCF arena.
The Knights (15-7, 7-2 A-Sun) are off
to their best start ever in the Atlantic Sun
under Head Coach Kirk Speraw. They
also ·improved to 4-1 in the conference
when playing at home.
In a matchup of the two best defens-

es in the A-Sun, the Knights jumped out to
an early advan~. Leading 19-11, UCF
held S,amford scoreless for nearly seven
minutes of the first half, as the Bulldogs
committed five turnovers and missed all
three of its field-goal attempts. J. Robert
Merritt ended the drought by hitting backto-back three-pointers, but· the Knights
still led 27-17 going into halftime.
The Knights .were sparked by the
return of Marius Boyd, who sat out the
previous g'3JD.e after suffering a concussion. UCF's premier defensive stopper

stressed the importance of the team's
focus on defense.
"Defense wins g'3JD.es, we're definitely gonna survive with our defense," Boyd
said. "If our offense isn't there, you best
believe that the other team is not gonna
score more points than we are. Our
defense is too tough."
The Knights led by as many as 15 in
the second half, but allowed the Bulldogs
to creep back into the g'3JD.e. With 2:33 left,
PLEASE SEE

Belmont's oN 16

PHOTOS BY ADAM ROSCHE /

CFF

UCF earned wins over Belmont and Samford last week,
improving its A-Sun record to 6-1.

WOMEN'S BASKETBAil NOTEBOOK

UCF sweeps

through North
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Sophomore Stepha!lie Best bit a school-record two triples in UCF's 2l-O win over Morris Brown on Saturday.

Best
(top) had
two RBis in
the Knights'
win over
BethuneCookman,
while Lindsay
Bush (middle)
was solid
behind the
plate in b~th
games.

ueF beat ·B-CC,
··Moi:ris Brown
~·

i

SADIE SHAM
STAFF-WRITER

0

In their fir~ day of play at ~he
UCF invitational, the Goldenl<nigttts
picked up 'two W'_s in a double-header
and made sehooLhistory. Jn the first
game UCF beat Betnune-Cookman
Colleg-e 5-3. The Knights run-ruled
': . _Morris Brown inthe second game 210.
Against
Bethune-Cookman
College, UCF scored first mthe soo-ond inning when sophom9re
Stephanie Best scored on a fielder's
" clloiee by sophomore ·Lindsay Bush.
The Knights slapped on two more
plllS in the next inning~
·
Jn ~e fourth inning pitcher

/ •. ~SE£B~toN17
~j.;_:-~·~~~:~)"~ :~

Jania
Shinhoster
was one of four
Knights to hit a
double against
Morris Brown
qn Saturday.

The Golden Knights got off to a strong start on
their stretch of six games against Atlantic Sun
North Divisiop. opponents by sweeping a two-game
road trip this week, improving to 10-8 overall and
6-1 in the A-Sun. They are tied with Florida
Atl~tic for first place in the South Division.
Saturday afternoon the Golden Knights took
on Samford (4-14, 0-7), taking advantage of the
sub-par opponent for a runaway 71-49 triumph.
They shot poorly in the first half (39 percent)
only to turn it around in the second (46 percent).
But the lousy shooting allowed the Bulldogs to tie
the game four times after UCF got a 12-6 lead
early. The Golden Knights found themselves up by
only two, 25-23, .at halftime aft~r Marvelous
Washington hit a jumper with 30 second left in the
period.
The Golden Knights came out of the half much
better, opening up. a 49-33 advantage on a threepointer by guard Shayla Smith. Meanwhile, they
held Samford to just five field goals in th~ entire
second. half and 25 percent for the game while hitting 18-of-21 free throws in the final period to seal
a successful road trip.
The freshman Smith had a career-high 13
points for UCF to go along with Erin Paige's seven
points and nine rebounds, while guard Chelsee
lnsell had '19 points for Samford.
On Thursday they traveled to Belmont to take
on the Bruins (11-5, 2-4 in the A-Sun) and came
away with a tight 71-68 victory.
The Bruins controlled things early, getting out
to as much as an 18-12 lead at the 8:33 mark of the
first half. But UCF stormed back, gaining advantage for the first time when forward 'Tukira Allen
went coast-to-coast for a layup and a 26-25 edge.
The Golden Knights finished the period on a 16-8
run for a 29-26 lead at intermission.
Neither team shot the ball well in the-opening
half, with UCF hitting just 36 percent from the field
compared to Belmont's 39 percent. But that turned
around in the second half.
Belmont opened up a 38-32 lead within the
first five minutes of the period but would quickly
see that v~h thanks to a 17-4 Golden Knights'
run. Belmont would remain close down the
stretch, cutting the lead to 57-55 with just under
five minutes left and 64-62 on a Hollie Davis threepointer with just over two minutes remaining.

. Watch for Toll Plaza
Lane Changes!
Major changes are schedule·d to occur in the
northbound directio.n of State Road 417 at the University ·
Main Toll Plaza._For approximately two months, there
will be ·a concrete barrier separating the two no~hbound
E-PASS lanes of State Road 417.

0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +--To SR 436

....., ...

I

-

,,

I

I

I

• E-PASS customers exiting to University Boulevard
use rig ht lanes only .
.• £-PASS customers continuing north on State Road 417
(towards Aloma Avenue) use far left lane.

I

I

~
I

I

I

I

'

,.
I

A graphical description of the toll plaza layout for this
phase has been provided for your benefit. Watch for
message boards placed along State Road 417 with
exact dates for lane changes. · __,
._ ~---- ..

Whv Ill.The.Changes? , ·
The Expressway Authority is widening St~te Road 417
between State Road 50 and University Boulevard,
and expanding the University Main Toll Plaza to ~
include highway ·speed Express E-PASS lanes.
Improvements are also being.made to the University
- Boulevard Interchange .

PLAZA
BUILDING

..J'.:.

What's Next?
I

•

. -· Toll plaza construction-to be complete in April 2003.
• Total project completion anti~ipated by June 2003.

..
I

SR 417 Northbound
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Roberts
continues
coming off
the berich
FROM PAGE

14

B\lt UCF hit seven-of-eight
free throws to close out the
game and held off a last second
three-point barrage by the
Bruins. The Golden Knights .
shot 52 ·percent in the second
half and the Bruins hit 50 percent of their shots, a total 180
from tlieir frigid first half.
Adrienne Billings came off
the bench to score 17 points.
Allen added 16 points and
eight rebounds, while Paige
and guard Jessica Scala had
· 11 and 10 points, respectively.
Guard Natalie Brown had
a game-high 23 points for
Belmont, followed by center
Chasity Campbell with 16.
Forward Brandi Miller had a
double-double with 11 points
and 12 rebounds.

Belmont's buzzer beater nails ·UCF
FROM PAGE

14

Phillip Ramelli banked in a long three-pointer to
cut the lead to five. The lead remained at five
with under a minute left, but Dexter Lyons put
the game away when he made · an acrobatic
block on the defensive end, and then took the
ball the length of the floor for a layup that put
the Knights up 56-49. After Eddie Harper hit a
· three for the Bulldogs, Abellard closed out the
scoringwith a pair of free throws.
Lyon8 admitted the team was a little concerned after letting Samford bal:lk into the game. ·
''We kind of got a little lackaQ_aisical, but we
just felt that we needed to calm down and pick
everything up," he said.
Both teams shot the ball well. The Knights
finished at 47.7 percent, and the Bulldogs shot
· 46.5 percent from the floor. Abellard finished
with· 13 points and three assists, and Lyons
added nine points and five rebounds. Troy
Lindbeck also Iadded nine points for the
Knights, connecting on three of four attempts
from beyond the arc. Samford was led by
Merritt and Harper, who scored 14 points
apiece.
BREIT HART I CFF
After the game, UCF Coach Kirk Speraw Ray Abellard led UCF with 13 points in their win over Sa~ford.
pr3.ised the team's effort on the defensive end.
"I think we're taking a little pride in that tonight to have Marius back in the game."
The fact that UCF came out so strongly
end of the floor," he said. "The guys have been
really consistent, and I thought it was nice against Sanlford was a testament to the team's

character after losing a heartbreaker to
Belmont on Thursday night. The Knights led by
as many as 12 points in the second half, .only to
see the lead slip away. Trailing 58-55, Abellard
hit a clutch three-pointer with 12 seconds left to
tie the game, but Jason Sonn hit a layup ·as time
expired to give Belmont a 60-58 victory.
Roberto Morentin had his best game in a
UCF uniform, scoring a career-high 20 points
and eight rebounds. Ed Dotson also added 14
points and eight boards. Horrific shooting in the
second half, however, doomed the Knights. UCF
shot just 26.9 percent in the second half, and finished the game at 35.2 percent. The loss was
even more puzzling considering the Knights
forced Belmont into 24 turnovers and outrebounded them 32-22.
The mood was somber after Thursday's
perforµiance.
'
''We were a little down on ourselves, but we
just had to bounce back," Boyd said.
Lyons was determined not to let the loss
influence the team heading into Saturday:
"Every champion team goes doWJ! sometime,
but it takes a real champion to get back up." ,,
-UCF holds the second-best record in the
conference, and will look to continue its success
in the upcoming week The Golden Knights go
on the road Tuesday against Campbell before
returning Saturday to play host to GardnerWebb at the UCF Arena. ·

Weber a hit from the line
Against
- Samford
Saturday; freshman center/forward Shelby Weber pulled off a
rare feat, scoring eight points
without attempting a single
field goal. She got every one of
her points from the free throw
line, going a perfect eight-foreight.
The eight points _also
marked a career-high.

Cleaning the offensive glass
The Golden Knights have
managed to do a great job of
giving themselves · second
chances to score, leading the
conference
in
offensive
rebounds per game with 15.4.
They also pace the A-Sun in
rebounding margin, grabbing
3.4 more boards per game then
their opponents.

Peeasus Landine
12440 Golden Knight Circle
Orlando. FL 32817

2635 College Knight Court
Orlando. Ft 32826

888.999.6955 • 407.380.5807

888.999.1580. 407.384.6800

UCF Residence Life Staff
and Services on-site

Roberts still in reserve
Sophomore center Ali
Roberts may have become the
school's all-time shot blocking
queen, but she still hasn't won
her starting spot back.
She has come off the pine
in each of the last seven games,
though it probably has more to
do with her production than
anything else. She has· averaged 8.4 points, 5.1 .reboun\IB
and 1.85 blocks p_e r game sinqe
the move, all above her season
averages.
Fbr the record, she now
has 26 blocks on the season,
which ranks eighth on the .
school's singie-season list. She
already has the second spot
with her 78 block effort last
season and last week became
the first woman in school history to go over 100 blocks for her
career. She now stands at 104.

Peeasus Pointe

UCF Academic advising onsite
2, 3 & 4 Bedroom apartments
Fully furnished • Private bathrooms
All utilities included· • Monitored alarm systems
Full-size washer & dryer in apartment
Cable TVw/HBO 1, 2, 3
Free Ethernet & local phone
3 Game rooms • 3 Swimming pools
3 Fitness centers • 3 Tennis courts
3 Basketball courts • 3 Sand ~olleyball courts
3 Computer/study centers
Co-sponsored university activities

. 4Bed/4Batll .
3Bed/3 Bath
2Bed/2 Bath

College Park LifeWorks Program and Staff
& 4 Bedroom apartm~nts • Fully furnished
Mo~tored alarm systems • All appliances included
All utilities included· · ·Cable TV
Full-size washer & dryer in apartment
Free Ethernet in each bedroom
Free local phone with voice mail
2 Swimming pools
•
•
Bnng1~
2 Basketball courts
2 Sand volleyball co:urts
Awesome computers
Hot tub & indoor fitness center
Game room & media lounge
2

~

this ad
andwe11
waive your
applicatiQn
fee!;

· exp. Feb. 28, .2003
some restrictions may.apply
CFF
.

4Bed/2 Bath
. 2Bed/2 Bath T)pe A
2Bed/2 Bath T)pe B

..

Around the A-Sun
Casey Collins of GardnerWebb University was named
Player of the Week on·Jan. 28.
She posted a season-high 19
points in back-to-back games
ag'Rinst Belmont and Samford.
She also shot 58-· percent from
the field and 84 percent from
the free throw line over that
stretch, leading her team to
wins in both games.
She is the first player from
Gardner-Webb to garner the
honor this year.
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Best leads UCF's ·Claessens_·s.hines in .·
offensive attack second indoor meet
.

.

.

.

.

JON ScROGGINSSTAFF WRITER

fu just her seoond indoor collegiate performance, freshman Astrid Claessens took sooond place in the indMdual 800-meter event, as
the UCF women's track and field team competed Friday in the Bayou Bengal Classic.
A strong field of teams- from Texas A&M
to-Atlantic Sun rival Troy State - competed in
Baton Rouge, but it was the hosting Louisiana
State University women that took the competition.
·
Senior Sonja Shedden and sophomore Ann
Larsen returned from injuries and made their
indoor season debuts. Larsen tied teammate
Kelly Roloff "With marks of 1.59 meters in the
high jump, good enough to earn Roloff 1oth
plare and Larsen 11th.
_
Shedden took seventh in 3,000 meters with
a time of 10:22.06. Junior Sara Dillman was 13th
and sophomore Jackie Magee finished 15th in
the event.
Another senior, Erica Garcia, finished the
60-meter dash in 7.65 seconds for third place,
and took 1oth in the 200-meter dash in 26:11.
Roloff also helped Emily Pugh, Dashieka
Ruffin and Romanda Garvin finish fourth in the
4 x 400 relay with a time of 4:20.42. fu the individual mile, Amy Giles followed up her seasonopening third place finish with another strong
outing and-took fifth in 5:17.92.
Sophomore Diana Chin competed in the
long jump' and the triple jump, earning 11th
plare in both. Roloff finished 15th in the long
jump.
The season continues Feb. 9 as the team
returns to Gainesville for the Gator fuvitationaL

ADAM ROSCHE I CFF

Freshman Astrid Claessens took second place in tile 800-meter race Friday.

ADAM RosCIIB I CFF

Shinhoster got the chance to work on hitting left-handed in the Knights' win over
Morris Brown.
FROM PAGE

14

Dottie Cupp found herself in a
bases loaded situation, but
managed to escape after giving
up just two runs. UCF ·
answered back as Bush scored ·
and a Nikki Green singie sent
Kaycee Clark across the plate.
The Wildcats went three-up,
three-down the next two
innings, but started a two-out
rally in the seventh with a singie
by Megan McGuire. However, it
was soon ended when Jen
Whitley tossed out the next batter with a routine play from
third to first.
Best went 1-for-2 with two
RBis", while Green went 2-for-2
and had a RBI. Cupp, who
pitched the complete game,
picked up her first win of the
season.
In game two against Morris _
Brown College, UCF's Taylor
Sawyer showed off her pitching
ADAM RoscHE I CFF
talents as she recorded the 15th Sophomore Pysha Simmons hit a double
shutout ill school history. She in Saturday's win over Morris Brown.
gave up only two hits,- struck
out six, and did not walk a bat- for-3 -with four RBis. Jania
Shinhoster, Rachelle Schmidt,
ter.
After scoring one run in the Pysha Simmons and Jen
first, the Golden Knights shifted Whitley each recorded a dou~le
their sticks into drive, tallying for the Golden Knights.
Coming off of two losses
four or more runs in the next
. four innings. They totaled a against the Florida Gators,
school-record 21 runs, a school- Coach Renee Luers-Gillispie
record 18 hits and Best had two was happy with the way the
Golden Knights responded this
triples, also a school-record.
"You just have to prepare weekend.
''We really pushed out on
yourself. I like how today
worked out with the pitching the first game~" she said. "Now
changes," said Best of the slow- we're .500 ... Hallelujah! We're
er pitchillg style of Morris on the right track. We just have to go out there and Win the rest
Brown.
She finished the game 3- of_the games this weekend."
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EXPERT COLORING AT AN IRRESISTIBLY AFFORDABLE PRICE

FIRST TIME CLIENTS RECEIVE A -FREE

Give the gift of Color, haircolorxpress gift certificates
r--------------~~------1
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The color uens

: KISS ME BABY LIP GLOSS KITS, 'TflE
-

PERFECT VALENTINE'S DAYGIFTt

$19.99
~----------------------~
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ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
ALTAMONTE MALL ,

407.571.0480-

STYLE
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FIRST TIME CLIENTS ONLY

I
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OFFER NOT TO BE COMBINED WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER
VALID THRU 3.15.03
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ADAM RoscHE I CFF

UCF football coach Mike Kruaek will find out Wednesday who will make up his 2003
recruiting class. Wednesday is the first day high school senior football players can
sign and deliver their National Letter of Intent to the colleges of their choice. UCF
will hold a press conference announcing its signees_Wednesday afternoon. Look for
positional breakdowns of UCF's newest recruiting class in Monday's edition ofThe
Future.

Tri-DMC wins 2nd annual

outdoor adventure race

JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRJTE

Last Saturday 19 teams
competed in the second annual
outdoor adventure race. Team.S
competed in canoes, hilting,
running, orienteering and several special events. Tri-DMC
finished first in the student
division, the team of three men
completed the course in 1 hour,
49 minutes, and 1 second. The
UCF Rugger Girls finished
strong with a final time of 2
hours, 47 Ininutes, and 30 seconds. Some special events the
teams competed in were rock
tower climbing, soccer skills,
pool challenge, disassembling
a bicycle and scaling. To view
all adventure race results and
pictures
go
to
http://clubs.cecs.ucf.edu/ar/.

Volleyball playoff time
The 2003 Volleyball tournament will get underway
tomorrow night in the

Recreation and Wellness
Center. Several teams were
undefeated in the regular season and are looking to take
home the ever-popular IM
Championship T-shirt. Lambda
Chi Alpha and Alpha Delta Pi
are on their way to winning the
Greek Points trophies again
this year, both teams finished
the regular season 6--0. BCM
Underdogs are looking to
defend their 2002 spring Co-ed
Volleyball Championship with
their 6--0 finish in the Tuesday
Co-ed division. Vertically
Challenged finished 5-1 and is
looking to avenge their loss in
· the Open Rec finals last year.
Go to www.imsports.ucf.edu to
view the playoff brackets.

()

Sign up today for Floor
Hockey and Pegasus

Landing Basketball at
www.imsports.ucf.edu.

IM Sports Corner
presented by

r:ill.,.
RISTORANTE

&
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4-07-282-4000 • Across from UCF
OpenUam4am
(llam-2am Sun-Wed)

. FREE DEIJVERY!

0

Contestant Julie Reish,
on the stunts she performed:

::,;;;;

"I was very happy when I finished the
event...The hardest part was staying on
because of the changing speeds."
........

~

Eyent#2: ,

WENDY WONG-KEN

I CFF

Pizza made of bile, rotten cheese, coagulated blood and covered in worms did not stop UCF senior Julie Reish from moving into the final event on 'Fear Factor:

...

"I wasn'igoing to do it, but then a girl ·
challenged me and that got me aggravated
...On television it wasn't as bad looking as it
actually was. I'm the disgusting girl now."

llLL

DANIELLE DEPARI
STA.FF WRITER

p
"I was scared to death/' Reish said. "I just
panicked. I had a plan, and I tried to focus,
but I lost it after the plan was ruined."

.

UCF student competes

. A casting call for the television show
"Fear Factor" came to Orlando last
October and picked UCF student, senior
Julie Beish, 22, to be a contestant on the
show last Monday.
"I didn't even think about trying
_ · out," Reish said. "It was always one of
those shows that when I watched it, I
couldn't ever imagine myself doing what
I saw." .
"Fear Factor" is a television show
that pushes the limits of six contestants
by challenging them to do extreme
events. The winner receives a prize of
$50,000.
Reish said she originally did not
attend the auditions held at Universa1

on reality television

-

.

Consolidation aids·students in debt
MIKE RIEGEL

2001, he was happy to just hear

STAFF WRITER

that his loan W!IB approved and he
would be driving off the lot in his
new car.
"I didn't know much about
annual percentage rates, but
when my uncle told me about
them, I decided to refinance as
soon as I could"
,
WhatRamosfound,withouta
great deal of effort, was a list Qf
lenders willing to loan him money
at considerably reduced rates.
"I .tried an Internet search,
looked in the phone book and
talked to my family members," he
said. "Most [lenders] got back to
me in less than two days. I guess
they all wanted my money, even if
they were getting less of it than
the bank I had my loan through."
Another popular pitfall for
students is the infamous plastic
cash, otherwise: known as the

Fbr some, college represents
the best time of their life - the
best time to fall into debt, that is.
Credit card debt, student
loans and car payments are often
taken for granted by students
until they have to start paying the
bills themselves. Yet; there are
some like junior Jason Ramos, 22,
who have found a way to keep as
much of their money as possible
and avoid debt. .
"I refinanced my car loan and
I figure that rn save somewhere
around $1, ·200," he said. "My
monthly payments are the same,
but my interest rate dropped and
rn be able to pay my car off a lot
sooner."
When Ramos purchased his
'98 Honda Accord in September of

credit card. One simple s.Mpe, followed by a PIN number or a signature, and the item is paid for with
nothing to worry about - at least
until the bill comes in the mail.
This concept of instant gratification has lured more than a few
people into a cycle of increasing
debt and additional credit card
accounts.
1
' I
have about six credit
cards," sophomore Patricia
Conroy, 25, said. "It started with
shopping and only paying the minimum amount every month. Then,
I got another card wlien I lost my
job and I put my rent on that one
for a couple of months. After the
first two, the offers [for new credit
cards] poured fu and it got really
easy to sign·up for them."
Senior Kyle lamson, 23,
shared a similar experience with
credit cards.

"I

figured

things were out

of hand when
I financed a
Big Gulp. I knew
I was bad with

money, and it turns
out that I Was worse
with plastic."
But there is help for
those who have become
ensnared in credit card
debt. Consumer Credit
Counseling is a· non-profit
organization that helps "consolidate credit cards, department
store cards and personal loans
into one monthly payment." This
process will often lead Ur creditors
"waiving late fees, over-limit fees,
re-age (bring current your
account µ you are delinquent),
PLEASE SEE
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All Night Long
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Credit counseling helps Dalance funds
FROM PAGE
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reduce and/or even remove the interest rates,"
according to its Web site.
"Consumer Credit Counseling will gather up
the outstanding balances of the credit cards aI!d
combine them to make one monthly payment,"
Terri Larson, a representative at Corisumer Credit
Counseling, said.
Most of the 40,000 creditors they work with are
aware that their clients will, after consolidating;
send in a monthly payment that meets their
requirements .and~ be on time, L~on added As
a result, creditors will make concessions, such as
removing or lowering interest rates.
Ad~tional information about Consumer Cr~t
Counseling can be found at www.non-profit-credit-

'W:!fj
-~

. la
;~

_ counseling.org or by calling toll-free at (877) 4266363. This agency, and many others like it, will offer
their services free of charge, or at lea.st offer a free
consultation.
.However, credit card balances and car loans
are not always the primary source of debt for a college student. The cost .of attending a university,
especially for someone taking graduate level cours.,.
es, can also lead to costly student loans.
Collegiate Funding Services offers consolidation and refinancing of student loans of all kinds.
Federal loan payments ~ be decreased by up to
56 percent, according to its W:eb site at www.cfs. loans.com. In order to be eligible, one must consolidate at lea.st $10,000 in federal loans and all foans
must be in a grace period or active repayment.
Fbr those with private student loans, the
amount owed must be $7,500 or greater and either
the borrower or the lender must be a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident. Collegiate Funding Services
offers free online applications for any type of loan,
which allows people to preview the benefits of refinancing at no cost. They can also be reached tollfree at (888) 423-5762.
No matter what an individual's situation may
be, there is never a bad time to manage their
finances.
"It's almost never too early, or late, to reconsolidate your balances," Larson said.
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uodtaJh~ 10% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD":"" i".' 'w .
WRESTLING BELTS•:+POSTERS•:-PHOTOS+LIFESIZE STANDEES

11680 E. Colonial Dr. •Orlando
(between Wal-Mart & Albertson's, next
to Big Lot's, across from Days Inn)
Breakfast Buffet Tues. - Sun., • Lunch and Dinner 7 Days a Week

·---------··---------·
:s3 OFF ::10% OFF:
I
I PURCHASE OF ANY
I TWO ADULT BUFFETS
I With drink purchase. Fri., Sat '
I or Sun. dinner ~uffe~ only. With
. ~ot valid with any other
I coupon
offer. Expires 4/30/03.

II
11 BREAKFAST, LUNCH
11 or DINNER BUFFET
11
11 With coupon. Not valid with any
11 other offer. ·Expires 4/30/03.

I
I
I
·I
I
I

·---------··---------·

www.non-erofit-c~iNounseling.org

(811) 416'6363 '.tb
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Sophomore Darnelle Cadet drops off her loan application ·in the
Financial Aid office.

CoUegiate funding Services
www.cfsloans.com
'(888)' 423-5762'~$
•
·\li
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Raising limits on student loans
tionfees."
Most of the student loan-programs UCF offers
are regulated by the federal government, which
College lobbyists across the nation are trying to means that UCF has no control over how much
convince congress that there is a need to.raise the money students can borrow with a student loan,·
limit on how much money college students are Minnick said. ·
allowed to borrow through federal loan programs.
One of tµe government's regulations about stuThe lobbyists are arguing that the limits, which dent loans is the amount of money they are allowed
were set 10 years ago, need to be updated to com- to -borrow every two academic terms. It varies with
pensate for the ever-increasing costs of college. the type of loan a student has and the limit increases
Many student groups believe that if the federal loan with their class standing, meaning that juniors and
limit is increased, students -who are already in ·debt seniors can borrow.more money than sophomores,
from borrowing too.much money would be buried in and sophomores can borrow more moneythan freshdebt three-fold
men. The limit incre3ses because the longer a stuThe 10,000 UCF students borrowing about $47 dent is in college, the greater their chances are of
million in federal student loans this academic year graduating, Minnick said
,
believe that they do not need any more money. In
However, if a student has an ·unsubsidized
addition, their loans, in combination with grants, loan, the interest on the loan begins to accumulate
scholarships and jobs, provide them with enough the moment they take out the loan. But if a stud~nt
money to pay for their college expenses.
, has a subsidized loan, the U.S. government pays·
Sophomore Mary Cure~ 19, said her loans cover the interest on the loan until the loan goes into
most of her expenses and she doesn't feel the need to · reimbursement, the student leaves school for six
borrow any more money.
months , or graduates - after that, the interest
Junior Leona Sebastian, . 23, and sophomore · starts to add up.
·
·
Ashley Decker, 19, both.agreed with Cucci.
But the federal student loans have some of the
Decker's Stafford loan covers her rent and best interest rates available, Minnick added In fact,
sorority expenses, making.her grant and scholarship the present interest rate for the Stafford Loan, one of..
_ money extra spending cash.
.
· the most popular student loans, according to
In fact, some students' believe an increase in the Minnick, is 3.46 percent. However, the interest rate
amount of money students can borrow from federal increases to 4.06 percent as soon as the student has
loans may be a bad idea. ,
to repay the loan.
"Students don't make an effort to get a scholarThe only _complaint about the federal student
ship to help them pay for college," sophomore Maria loans that most students have is that it takes such a
·· Aranda, 19, said "It's too ea.syto get a loan-it's like long time to receive the money. Decker said she dida credit card."
n't receive her loan money until halfway through the
However, if students feel that they are not get- fall semester last year.
ting enough money from their federal loans, there
"It could have been any myriad of reasons,"
,
are other private companies, such as Citibank and Minnick said
Sallie Mae, that offer other types of loans, called
Information on the loan form could have been
Optional/Educational loans, to students. 'Qiese pri- incorrect or there could have been a proplem with
wte loans usually chargB higher interest rates and new so~ from PeopleSoft that the university is
fees and the qualifications for these loans terid to be using, she added
more stringent, often requiring credit checks.
But until Congress decides whether or not the_
''We highly reco~end that students first apply federal loan limit will be increased, there's not much
for loans through Student Financial Assistance UCF can do to help students wh9 want to borrow ..
before considering these optional loans," Lisa. more money through a student loan.
Minnick, an interim associate.director of the St!Ident
Minnick believes the amount of loans students
Financial
Assistance
office,
said. receive is sufficient, but for those that feel they need
"Optiona]/Educational loans are marketed to stu- more money, she recommends that they apply for
dents and parents who are oftentimes not aware that· scholarships and other similar awards.
these loans have higher interest rates and origina''The students are definitely getting enough."

Tanning Sal~n

MARSHALL SPENCE

• State-of-the-Art ETS 10 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
• Fac1al/Shoulder Tanners •All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio
• Free Skin Type Analysis

STAFF WRITER

Waterford Lakes Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail

407-207-2002
www.planetbeach.com

!3 .FREE SESSIONS
I

I
I
I

: Must present coupon. First-time guest. One per customer. Local residents only.
I

~---------------------------------------------------·

Valentines Day
Stuaent Discounted
Rose Sale
For

s3(}"0,

only.

You will receive

2DOZEN
big blossoming, tong stemmed,
_ magnificent, roses.
.. Various colors to choose from·.

Shipped from
all over the world.
ContadMichael
'The Rose Man" at

(407) 313-7236
or email
UCRtOSEMAN@_AOL.COM
for more info or to order. '
Quantities are Umited.
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you ·use including vitamins and
herbs and anything else that may
affect your ability to use :a medication that has been prescribed for
you.

Students engaged Ask
by so-called reality a doc
and the contestants were challenged to open the locks with
CityWalk, but instead was dis- the three keys they were given
covered by casting agents - after being lowered into a
while she was working at a tank of cold water.
Reish had planned out in
downtown bar.
"I was goofing off with a her head how she was going to
co:-worker when some casting do the stunt.
"I was scared to death,"
agents came up to me and
asked me to audition for Fear Reish said. "I just panicked. I
Factor. At first I said no, espe- had a plan, and I tried to focus,
cially because of the eating but I lost it and the plan was
part, but then they told me ruined."
maybe I_would get lucky and
Despite her success in the
not have to eat anything."
first two events, Reish did not
After her interview, she win anything, not even a Twas asked to make a 10-minute shirt or hat. But Reish still
tape for the Los Angeles pro- encourages others to participate in reality television·shows
ducers to watch.
"Most people just make a for a good laugh and their 15·
tape of themselves talking, minutes of fame.
Reish said. "But my tape was
Like Reish, many UCF stuoutrageous. I performed my dents are attracted to reaiity
own stunts and it was kind of television shows.
Sophomore Keila Ayub,
like <lackass.' lt was very silly."
Within a month,.Reish was 19, said that she watches sevflown out to Los Angeles for eral reality television shows on
the taping of the show. Before a regular basis, such as "The
·the taping, contestants were Real World," "Fear Factor" and
prohibited from interacting "The Osbornes."
with each other, Reish said.
"I watch them because
"Nothing was scripted. It they are just really funnY,"
was very authentic. I have Ayub said. "On 'The Osbornes,'
heard that some other reality for instance, I like to watch and
shows aren't, but all of our con- see what Kelly is wearing."
versations were fresh and
. Reality television is an
real."
entertaining form of television,
Reish participated in two but should not be taken. literal"Fear Factor" tests before ly, sophomore Nikki Jo
making it to the final round. Radcliffe, 19, said.
The first event had the contest"Sometimes, I like to see
ants run to the top of a five- or what they will make people do,
six-story Ferris wheel, not but I don't take it seriously,"
knowing when it would stop or Radcliffe said. "I know that
change speeds. Reish was not even though they call it reality,
only the first person to go, but it is still television."
also scored the best time out of
Professor Lee Moore, who
all the women.
teaches sociology and pop cul"I was very happy when I ture, said people enjoy watchfinished the event," she said, "I ing reality television shows
am not scared of heights so it because they can relate the telwasn't a problem. The hardest evision shows to their own life.
part was staying on because of
"When people watch datthe changing speeds."
ing shows for example, they
Although Reish became a often watch to see if they are
contestant of "Fear Factor" in doing the right things when
hopes that she would not have they are on dates. It is also a
to eat anything, her next event great way for people to live vicwas the "Fear Factor" pizza.
ariously through others."
The pizza, which consistMost people participate in
ed of a crust made of bile, a reality television for the money,
tomato sauce of coagulated Moore said. It takes an aggresblood, rotten cheese and a top- . sive and risk-taking type of
ping of·hollowed out fish eyes personality to participate, she
created a major challenge for added.
"But it's not really reality.
Reish.
\
"I wasn't goingto do it, but The events are actually hapthen a girl challenged m.e and · pening, but it is not what peothat got me aggravated, ' she ple would normally do if they
said. "On television it wasn't as weren't on camera."
bad looking as it actually was.
Although Reish did not
I'm the disgusting girl now."
successfully complete all the
After an energizing dinner, events in "Fear Factor," she
Reish made it tu the final round said the experience was still a
to face her greatest fear.
worthwhile one.
However, the final event
"It challenged me in cer.:
would be Reish' s downfall. It tain ways. The main point was
chained contestants to a plat- to put mind over matter, which
form with a lock on each side I did in the first two stunts."
FROM PAGE

Second: ask questions
Your health care team is here
to help you make the best-informed
decisions and choires regarding
your health care. At your first visit
with a provider, have your conrerns
and questions written down. You
may even want to take some notes .
during your visit.

19

Third: learn the facts about any
medications you are taking

Patricia Stuart
IJ(f Student Health Services

I am planning a visit to Student
Health Servi.res. How can I make
the.best use of my appointment?
There are more opportunities
than ever to learn about your health
and how to take better care of yourself. Physicians, nurse practitioners,
physician assist.ants, pharmacists
and you make up your health care
team. Th redure the risks of side
effects related to using medications
and to rereive the maximum benefit, your participation is needed to
be an active member of the health

care team.

first of all: speak up
·The more information your
health care team members know
about you, the better they can create a plan of care specially customized for you. Things to tell your
health team include: your complete
medical history, if you are seeing
more than one health care provider,
any allergies and sensitivities you
have, the medications you take
daily and oreasionally, including
prescription and over-the-counter
medicines, any dietary supplements

Before you pm:chase the medication, vvhether it is prescription or
over-the-counter, learn as much as
you can about the medication,
including. generic versus brand
names, active ingredients, its proper uses, including any contraindications, exactly how the medication is
to be taken, warnings and precautions, interactions - especially
with foods, other medications and
dietary supplements, side effects
and adverse reactions. Also, always
check the expiration date of a medication. Many pharmacies now will
provide you with an information
sheet on the medication. Make sure
you read it thoroughly before taking
the medication and if you don't
understand something about it, ask
questions. They are there to assist
you.

Balance the benefits and risks
of the prescribed medication
After you have rereived and
exchanged all the infonnation, consider your options. At this point,
you must decide if the benefits you
hope to achieve from taking the
medication outweigh the known
risks. The final decision is yours.

If you decide to take the medication, FOLWWTHE DIBECTIONS. Fbllow the instructions
exactly on the label to maximize the
benefits and to redure the risks of
any adverse reaction. Fbllow these
guidelines for safety: read the label
every time you fill the prescription
before leaving the pharmacy. This
will insure that you have rereived
the right medication and will give
you the opportunity to ask questions if you don't understand how to
use it. Next read the label every
time you are about to talre the medication to be sure it is the right medicine, for the right patient, the right
amount, the right time and in the
right way. Take the recommended
dose exactly as prescribed, even if
· you are tempted to take more to
feel better faster. This is never a
good idea. Make sure you finish all
the medicine as directed even if you
start to feel better before you have
completed taking all the medication.
Make sure you report back-to
your health care provider. Pay
attention to how you feel and notify
your provider if you develop any
problems while taking the medication. If you think the medication
isn't working effectively, do not stop
taking it without checking with your
pharmacist or provider. Some medications take longer to show benefits and some need to be stopped
gradually to decrease any undesirable effects. Finally, if you experienre any side effects, let your
health care provider know immediately. A change ill medication or an
adjustment in tlie dose may be
needed.

Got a question you'd
like to ask a Doc?
E-mail:

Askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

Classes
starting.soon!
LSAT: Classes begin Thursday, April 3, 2003
GMAT: Classes begin Thursday, Feb. 6, 2003
. GRE: Classes begin Tuesday, Feb. 25, 2003
DAT: Classes begin.Tuesday, Feb. 4, 2003
OAT: Classes begin Tuesday, Feb~ 4, 2003

Call or visit us online today to enroll.

KAPLAN'
1 ·800·.KAP·TEST
kaptest.com
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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UCF students find
'common ground'
"I had never been to this
place before," senior -Melissa
Mitchell, 22, who was part of the
At the west end of the CB&S audience Friday night, said.
piaza, nestled in between Los "But I think it's a great idea, and
Chintos Chinese restaurant and I'm sure I'll come back."
the Downtown Diva clothing
However, the message
-store, sits Common Grounds Stewart really wants to get out is
Coffeehouse, one of the best- that all UCF clubs and organizakept secrets for UCF students.
tions may book Common
Common Grounds is a free Grounds, for free of course, as
coffeehouse donated to UCF stu- their meeting space. Although
dents by the shopping center's some clubs, like Greenpeace, ·do
owner, Mary Demetree of take advantage of this, many still
Demetree Properties, ·and run · do not, he said. To try and get
completely by volunteers.
the word out, Common, Grounds
The keyword, free, does not has planned an expo day this
stop at just the admission price. Tuesday to try and draw clubs
Common Grounds also has free in.
live music, free improv comedy
"To prove the freebee thing
shows, free meeting space for we do all the time," Stewart said.
UCF clubs and organizations "On Tuesday Feb. 4 from 10 a.m.
and best of all, free coffee - all to 6 p.m., Common Grounds is
you have to do is serve yourself hosting EXPO 2003 for ~he offiand then wash your cup in the cers of student clubs on campus
to come get to know the place." sink after you finish.
"[It's] a free gathering place
"Local managers of busiwhere UCF students of diverse · nesses will give away free food
backgrounds could meet and all day, tell officers about the dis-.
· conriect on 'common ground',". counts ·their places offer UCF
senior Craig Stewart, 22, one of clubs exclusively and register
the volunteers who keeps everyone who comes for huge
Com.in.on Grounds up and run- prizes for their clubs froin these .
ning, said. "The whole purpose
of the place is to create a community for just UCF students
'~
and not . the general public in
East Orlando."
Stewart said he has been
involved with Common Grounds
since its origins almost two
years ago, when it was just
. Demetree's brainchild. Now he
believes he is part of something
big, so big in fact, that occasionpubli~
ally most of the crowd has to
stand because there are no more
seats on Friday nights, when a
local band ·plays.
-CRAIG STEWART
After plans solidified and
Senior
Demetree donated the space,
Stewart and other volunteers
had to get the furnishings and vendors," .he continued.
decorations necessary for good
Stewart believes clubs
ambiance in any coffeehouse.
would want to use Common
. According to Stewart, he Grounds as a meeting place and others went to area stores because they have very few rules
and told them about Demetree's and regulations for the clubs
donation to UCF students, and when they hold their meetings
they returned the favor and there.
donated everything from the
"They literally own the
couches to the coffee and even place for the time they schedule
the paint for the walls and floor.
it," he said. "They are free to
After lots of sweat and bring their own food or get food
delivered from anywhere withtears, Common Grounds
opened in August 2002. It is n
out any rules about who they
an eclectic blend of all the t ·
can or can't use."
a UCF coffeehouse fan coul
Though it may not be as
wa:o.t, from the comfy couches -popular as some UCF area hot
and tables available to study on,_ spots, Common Grounds is sureto the relaxed artsy atmosphere ly making a name · for itself.
with art to look at and books to Stewart loves the volunteer
read and, of course, the free cof- work he does at Common
fee.
Grounds, describingit as, "a perCommon Grounds recently fect . hands-on experience in
openeg its walls up to aspiring managing space, making people
UCF artists. They are currently . happy and getting the communidisplaying sculptures of clay ty involved."
platters, in addition to -the handCommon Grounds is locatpainted tables and floors, which ed at 12062 Collegiate Village
Stewart said, "are pieces of art Way in the CB&S plaza and can
themselves."
be contacted via phOne at 407The coffeehouse also has 832-0462, or by e-mailing ucfcofgained a reputation for its regu- feehouse@yahoo.com. It opens
lar weekly features, open-mic at 9 p.m. and closes sometime
night on Mondays .and the between 1 a.m_ and 2 a.m.,
Friday night entertainment depending on how many people
speQtacular, featuring a live local are there, and how lQng tb.ey
band . and an improy comedy _ want to stay.
troop. _
_ "Paying jobs are nice, but
Last Friday's turnout was volunteering at places like
one of the biggest, according to Common Grounds, which are
Stewart, with approximately 80 run completely by volunteers,
people who came to see some guarantees that you are sur:comedy and hear the sounds of rounded by people who do what
the Orlando-based band, ''A they do for bi~er purposes than
Hollywood Landing."
money," Stewart said.
-

.·,

SHELLEY M _A RMOR
STAFF WRITER

...The whole purpose
of the place is to just
create a community
for just UCF students,
and not the general
in East
Orlando."
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AUDITIONS

FEBRU_
ARY·10 or .FEBRUARY 11 , 200·39 AM TO NOON OR 4 PM TO 7 PM
Disney's Anim_al Kingdom® Wardrobe Building
Disney® animated ·character "look-alikes" have the opportunity to fulfill
the dreams of millions of people who are drawn to the magic and
mystique of Disney. We are looking for smiling faces to bring to life
heroes and heroines from classic Disney animated films. Strong
candidates will resemble the characters in look, height, and personality;
have a positive attitude and a good

spea~ing

voice. Selected candidates

are also required to perform as costumed characters.

Height Ranges are:
5'0" to 5'2" &5'5" to 6'4" for males.
And 5'0" to 6'1" for females.

DIRECTIONS
From 1-4, take exit 6!? (Osceola Parkway). Follow the -signs
towards Disney's Animal Kingdom Lodge. Turn left_~t the st.op
light onto Sherberth Road. The Animal Kingdom Wardrobe
building is about a quarter of a mile on the left

From 192, travel west to Sherberth Road, turn right. The
Wardrobe Building is about a quarter of a mile on the right.

For more information·please call the Disney Jobline·at 407-82~-1 QOO.
EOE • Drawing Creativity From Diversity • C Disney - _
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Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No exp. necessary.
Earn up to $150-$450 a day.
1-800-814-0277 x 907
3 sales people needed to sell roses
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not,
and more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1Op-2a.
Nice smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team!
Call Roses by Renee 4?7-681-3612
M~VIE

EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No experience necessary!!
Earn up to $150-$450/Day!!
Call now for immediate exposure
1-800-814-0277 x971

~,

l

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

~:~~'

.

~f.Wocl~

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

407-447-4555 • dassijieds@IJClfuture.com

I) HELP WANTED I) HELP WANTED I) HELP WANTED
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed.
Call 1-SOD-965-6520 ext 107.

- ..

.-JL ...:, Ht!w ~J!late a~, Af!,"!''~ "-~

FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!
Work in Area's HOTTEST Night
Clubs!$$$ PT Hours, FT PAY$$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC
AND OUTGOING
Make Big Money
Start Today 407 538-6136
PT/FT Opportunity. - Primerlca
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

BARTENDERS NEEDED!!
No experience necessary!!
Earn up to $300/Dayl!
1-866-291-1884 XU971
Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 602

Valet Parking Attendants Needed
Immediate openings! Locations.
throughout Orlando area, flex
schedules, FT/PT avail,
for great pay and great opp call
407-971-9131

Customer Service Reps PfT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Biiinguai a plus. Must be able to type
@ ample speed. Located near
Orlando Int Airport. Flexible
Schedule + great pay. AM/PM
positions available. Call Peggy or
Brandon @ 407-243-6150 ref. 1010
18+ Attractive females wanted
for paid video interview.
Call 407-256-3903 for details.

Amazing summer @ premier PA co-ed
children's overnight camp. Energetic,
enthusiastic, men and women wanted
for all activities and counselor positions.
Good salary, great experience,
internships available. To schedule for
on campus interview for late March visit
Web site www.campnockamixon.com

Hiring Mortgag·e
Lead Generators
Hourly Pay + Commission
Full Time Pay w/ PT Schedule!
We Refinance Mortgages For Home
Owners Right Over The Phone.
l!I No Saturday Nights !!!
II! Join The Winning TEAM !I!
CALL 407-366-2360

The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Conduc~ing
An lrTJportant Clinical Research -Study Of An
lnvestigational Vaccine Bei_ng Developed To
Immunize Against Smallpox.
To participate in this study the following must apply:
o No previous smallpox vaccine
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems·
o No immune disorders
o Willing to make 7 outpatient visits and complete a diary after
vaccination
Compensation up to $250.00 for time and travel
Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
www.ocrc.net

IJ HELP WANTED
Experienced Tech, PIT kennel attendant
, and receptionist needed at Mitchell
Hammock Pet Hospital.
Call 407-366-7323 for more info.
P/T Marketing Associate needed for
potential long term satellite service.
Motivated people only. PIT to start, FIT
flexible hours within 90 days. E-mail
resume mm@tchighspeed.com
or call 407-977-0o43.
Telephone sales agents earn
$15-$30/hr. selling quality vacation
pkgs. to existing cust. No Exp. nee.
just a clear, enthusiastic voice and
the willingness to learn. Day, evening
& weekend hrs. avail. Full benefits.
UCF Area. lmmed. Openings Avail.
E-mail resume to
julia@etourandtravel.com or
fax to 407-658-1768 attn. Julia

Admin. Assistant P!T
Special projects for real estate
·developer. Nice, professional office.
Great work environment. Flexible hrs.,
career opportunity, $10/hr.
Fax resume to 407-447-5551

2 Issues (1 week):
$9perwk
8 Issues (4 weeks):
$8perwk
24 Issues (12 weeks): _ $7perwk
Bolding:
$lperwk
Large Headline:
$l·perwk
Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.
-

I) HELP WANTED
California Chicken Grill
now hiring
drivers, flyers, and registered cooks.
Cor.itact Dan@ 407-273-2254
or 407-273-1601.

****SALES PRO'S WANTED****
*Up to $1600 per week
*Inbound Vacation Calls
*100+ Incoming Calls Per Day
*Highest Commission in Town
(1-10 $25 x 10 $250)
(11-16 $30 x 16 $480)
(17-24 = $35 x 24 = $840)
(25+ $40 x 25 $1000)
*Day and Evening Shifts Available
*High Energy and Fun
Working Environment
*Flexible part hours avail.

=
=
=

=
=
=

Mommy's Helper/House Cleaner.
Honest, dependable, hard working
person that loves to clean. Will pay
$8-$9 per hour, weekly or bi-weekly.
Call 407.-249-1086.

Are you tired of living
paycheck to paycheck?
Could you use extra income?
www.ushealthdi_scount.com
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lm!J HELP WANTED
Graduate Debt Free? Retire in 3
to 5 years? Earn while you learn? ·
Are you entrepreneurial, a team
player, a self-starter? Help us
launch the East Coast market.
Flexible hours. Call Larry or
Diane for an interview at
1-877-426-2074 (toll free message
line) or 407-88~·3855.
TELESALES PfT M-F 5:30-9:30 PM
make $6-$14/hr easy. Relaxed
environment. Exp. preferred. Leave
message before 5 P.M. otherwise
call 407-678-2385 after 5 P.M.
Eam up to $500 a week. PfT help
needed. Paid training and flexible
hours. Must have car. Call Andy @
407-540-1874 or e-mail
prsolves @cfl.rr.com.

m

FoRRENT

Sublease in Northgate Lakes Apt. avlb.
asap. 4 bed/2 bath. All util. incl.
$400/mnth. Calf Sarah at 850-543-3352
or e-mail Skloyd@aol.com.

3 months FREE rent
on all studios! 1,2,& 3 BR apt.
.homes. Arden Villas Apartments
407-382-1100.

• 1 & 2 bedroom floor plans
• Two Months Free Rent for
Immediate Move-in!
• Summer Wait List Specials
(June, July & August)
• Mention this ad and we'll
waive. your application fee

F, non-smoker wanted. $475/mnth incl.
everything exc. telephone. Cable
Internet. 3B/2B house off of Dean
and McCulloch. Contact Melissa
@ 407-491-0091.
Furn. Room avail. in 2b/2b Villa for
student. E. Winter Park/Casselberry
area, must see to appreciate, alarm
sys, cable, w/d unit, pool, sauna, trail
around lake, walking distance to Baily's
Gym, 10 mins from Whole Foods,
$345/mth incl. util. 407-375-7520.
Great Deal Originally $565/mnth, but
now $300/mnth. Incl furn. +Util. 1B/1B
avail. in 3B/3B apart. with 2 F
roommates in Pegasus Landing.
Avail. now through April.
Margaret 561-741-2937.
Female Model Search
Seeking Photogenic & attractive
females for online Calendar site.
No experiEmce or nudity required.
Earn$ now. Not you, tell a friend
For info, c~lf 9-7pm 407-694-6740.
ENTERPRISE
Seeking success oriented
individuals tQ fill Entry-Level
Sales/Marketing/Management positions
in the Central Florida area. 4 year
College degree, sales and customer
service experience with. a good driving
record . Fax resume to:
407-670-17 44
EOE
KAPLAN TEST PREP, world's leading
test prep organization, is seeking bright
+ energetic instructors to teach classes
for the MCAT, LSAT, GRE, GMAT, SAT,
ACT, DAT, & OAT. Must h~ve scored in
the top 10% on their respective exams
and have a high GPA. Great
communication skills and personality a
must. Good pay, part time, flexible
hours. Call Christine at 407-273-7111.

EmiJ

FOR SALE

· Mbbile Hot Dog Cart
Clean, new parts, good condition.
Excellent earning potential.
$3500/obo. Call 407-443-7454.

mJ AUTOMOTIVE
SPORTY, 4DR, 1995 ACCOR.D EX
5 spd. Man., one owner, all Honda
parts/serv. Pwr. win/sunroof. BCD
changer. Ork Green, exc. cond. 65k.
$7495/obo. Calf 407-359-8320.

1992 Toyota Camry
In great condition, 5 speed, great gas
mileage, NC, stereo, only 157,000
miles! Asking $3250
Calf 407-695-4839
!!!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!!!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay, call
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399-7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
independent shop ~ates!

m

FoRRENT

APT FOR RENT - 2/2. $650/mo includes
water, garbage, and local phone with
voicemail. Walking distance to UCF.
Pets OK. Calf Rachel 407-781-3402.

m

Roommate to ~hare huge 2Bd/2Ba
apartment in Oviedo gated community.
Room to rent is unfurnished, W/D in
apartment. Must sign lease through
December 2003. Rent: $365
+ 1/2 util. excludes phone.
Call 407-595-0013 for appointment.

APARTMENT!!! Sign my lease. At
Pegasus Landing. M/F. I will pay the fee
or one month of your rent. Brerything
included. Negotiable. Call Stephanie
@ 407-971-9245.
1B/1 B avail: now in 3/3 furnished apt.
at Jefferson Commons. Only
$490/mo inclu· util, cable, W/D,
& ethernet. I will pay your move-in
deposit! Call 407-492-2989.
NEW LISTING! Close to UCF. 2B/1B,
1200 sq. ft. w/gar, corner lot, cul de
sac, large fenced yard, lots of trees,
quiet neigh. Avail. immed.
$790/mnth. 407-831-9558.

HOMES

Dover Estates. 4848 Cedar Bay Street.
3/2/2C pool home. Completely
remodeled. Move-in ready.
Privacy fenced . $139.9K.
Call 407-970-9711.
Need to live in a quiet neighborhood?
LRG 4/2/2 New Home in UCF area;
2000 sq ft, lawn serv lnclu., no pets,
$1495/mo +sec deposit,
407~282-2570

EmlJ

SERVICES

ROOMMATE REFERALS • Florida's
oldest/largest rmt. service. All areas,
all prices, all screened. Call Susie
at 407-581-2267 or email
roommatesfl@aol.com.
"Let us find your ideal roommate"

Earn 51,000 • $2,000
for your student Group

in just I hounl
Multiple fundraislng options available, No
carwashes. No raffles. Just success! Fundraising
dates are filling quickly. Get with the programs
that workl

f)gqppus
Your Tmsted So11rc-~ far College Pundraiwng.
888-923-3238 • www r,1 mpu, fun drai>er rom

Private 1B/1 B in 2B/2B condo.
$475/mnth. UtilJassociation with
pool incl. Semoran/Curry Ford.
Contact 407-736-1173.
Perform Better! School,
Sports or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
. NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945
Tutor
Writing instruction and CLAST
preparation 407-679-4299 or
marshgator1@earthlink.net

LOSEWEllD°1

NOWI

Room for Rent in 3bd/2ba House in
Waterford Lakes. Quiet Neigh, W/D,
furnished, and ethernet. $350/month
+ 1/3 util. Call Scott at (407)399-6962.

llaclotBllClllllRlllllll

Room avail. for Male in Northgate
Lakes across from UCF. 3/2 fully
furnished. Reduced to $400/mnth. incl.
util. for sublease through 8/1/03.
$200 secutity. Call 386-672-9872
or e-mail Easterbl@flcourts.org.

Call Diane tor a
FREE Sample

***Room For Rent***
Casselberry Area. $400/mnth.
Utilities included. References required
407-767-9637.

Mendel Villas
2/2.5 w/ garage,
only $650 including w/d.

Available now!
Call 407-324-7773
Walking distance to Uff!
Sublease 1Bd/1 Ba in 4/4 Village at
Alafaya Club through Aug. Regular
$465 you pay $365 all util. incl.
3 HBO's. Move in ASAP.
Call Tor~i @ 407-677-6283.

401-349~85
~~

Herbafife Independent I ~~
Distributor.
~

~·

·Online Filing
Do Your Taxes Online @
www.absolutetaxes.com for a.
minimal fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ
and $14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!
DO MEN KNOW? Looking good
takes more than soap & water. Skin
Manage.ment for Men from Mary Kayproducts that treat men's skin right.
marykay.com/jhassani 407.281.9918 . ·
VIRTUAL ASSISTANT WILL PROVIDE
TYPING, RESUME, JOB SEARCH
LEADS, EVENTS, CLERICAL
SERVICES. CALL DEBBIE
(407) 382.4681

One-and - Only . ·

perfect something so you can spend more time with that someone
special. For your one-and-only gift shopping source, call me or visit
my website today. Custom gift sets and gift certificates available.
Happy ReNew Year S'ijeepstakes

JENNIFER HASSAN1

' -enter to win $5000 or $1000 on
·

INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT
www.marykay.com/j~assanl

mv website.

-

407,281.9918

Mention this ad for a 10% discount off your 1st order

EmlJ

Im

DELTONA! 2 nice homes avail. imm.
Pets ok. 3/2/2, 1550 sq. ft., corner lot,
$850/m! 3/212, screened pool,
covered patio, fenced yard, $91 O/ml
407-831-9558.

Spacious Townhouses'

You~

J

Mary Kay has the gifts for Valentine's Day. Let me ,help you find that

S. East Orlando. Only 15 min. from
UCF. ,10 min. to airport. F/M
roommate needed. Private room +
bath avail. $110/week + $110 deposit.
Util incl. 407,.925-7349.

College fun dr J1s1£1g rnJUe Simple Safe J. nd Free

Furnished Room for Rent. FIRST
MONTH FREE!! Priv. bath, cable,
ethemet, util incl. Only $420 per month.
By rear entrance to UCF. Pleas~ call
Justin 407-971-4511.

' MARY KAY®

FoRRENT

SERVICES ,

OUTSTANDING DENTAL PLAN for
single student $11.95, or $19.95 with
room mates or an entire household.
Includes FREE prescription, vision,
and chiropractic plans. Call Orlando
office @ 866-293-06.75
www.mybenefitsplus.com/wherron.

Fraternities

* Sororities
Fundraising can be quick and easy
with our proven strategy.
Supplement your summer h,ousing
expenses, year-end formals, etc.
For more information contact,
colemancomm@earthlink.net or
call Frank 407-673-0515.
Got a Great Speaking Voice? Take
voice over class that UCF doesn't offer.
Earn $$$ in spare time! N~xt class
begins soon. For free brochure
407-568-8255.

-

Herbal life Independent Distributor.
LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
Ask me how?
clbjhbl@yahoo.com or 407-921-0738.
Affordable Healthcare starting at
$29.99/month (family or individual)!
Includes FREE eye exams, $100
eyewear credit, $100 prescription
credit, discounts on dental, medical,
& prescriptions, + much more.
ucfhealth@cfl.rr.com 407-909-9612.
Actors7Musicians
UCF Students Receive 20% Off
Headshots for comp cards.
Call Mack Photography at 407-5397032 to make an_appointment.
www.pmack.com or
mackphoto@earthlink.net.

m

RETAIL
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TRAVEL

HONEYMOON SPECIALIST
Local full-service travel agency with
exp. in honeymoon planning. Great
deals and ideas for every budget. .
Call American Travel Consultants
at (407) 679-6655.
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas, & Florida.
Best Parties, Best Hotels, Best Prices!
Group Discounts, Group organizers
travel free! Space is limited! Hurry up
& Book Now! 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
ACT NOW! Last Chance to guarantee
the best Spring Break Prices to all
destinations. Reps Needed ••. Travel
f[ee, Earn $$$. Group discounts
for 6+. www.leisuretours.com.
1-800-838-8203.
SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Crui~
$279
q Days, Includes 1O Free Meals.
Free Parties & Drink Specials!
lnclu. Port, Departure, Hotel Tax!
· www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386
SPRING BREAK!
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199
Includes 7 Nights Hotel,
6 Free Parties!
24 Hours Free Drinks!
Cancun & Jamaica
From $459 www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386

•
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Prices include:

Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the island at one of ten resorts (your ~hoice).

Visit DJCarl.makesparties.com for
cheap party supplies, toys, theme
packages, wedding gifts, gift
baskets and more. 407.306.8010.

1-BO•a&J-5018
www.BlllMl8Sun.COID

mi] ON CAMPUS
Would you like to improve your
communication and speaking skill?
Try Toastmasters! First two visits
free! Our local club meets the 1st
and 3rd Wednesdays @ Perkins
(11662 University BLVD) 7:30 to 8:30
AM. Call Diane Neff at 407-823-0038
or dneff@mail.ucf.edu

i!m

Misc.

Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local Positions.
1·B00-293-3985 ext 100
Start your own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men
to start a new Chapter. If you are
interested in academic success,
a chance to network and an
opportunity to make friends in a
non-pledging Brotherhood,
e-mail: zbt@zbtnational.org
or call 800-431-9674.
***Orlando Starz***
Women's pro-tackle football!
2003 season begins April 12th
For more info. go to:
www.Orlandostarz.com or call
407-521-9062. Volunteers needed 21

t,l

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK

***ONLINE PARTY
SUPPLIES***

Inkjet cartridges from $2.95.
Lexmark, HP, Cannon, Epson. Save
10% extra with coupon #FL32817.
Log on to www.barronsales.com
to place your order.

~

. . . ., Trlnl

Book Earlv tor Best Selection!
SPRING BREAK FOR LESS
Bahamas 5D/4N cruise and stay.
$219 special INCLUDES port tax,
accommodations, transfers, and
more. Lowest rates for Jamaica,
Cancun. P S I. 407-645-2968
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CATHOLIC
CAMPUS
MINISTRY

w

Mass Sundays,
8:30 p.m• .
Student Union 316CD
Fr. David Scotdlie
(40n 657-61·14 x226
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.eclu/-can
()

;
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UCF ST•ENTIFICULTY SPECllS ·

_. . . . .

UCF Washington Center
(On Campus next to the Booksto.re)
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm

407~282-5850

$49.99 ~~fa~1ested
•29.99 5\~g~~~~taff

•24. 99 5\~g~~;;;'taff
•50. OO ~~~~e
FREE+
$25 Cash Back

' $50

$20

NET COST

NET COST

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITID

Nights & Weekends

Nights & Weekends

Nights & Weekends

350 Anytime Minutes

500 Anytime Minutes

600 Anytlme Minutes

Nationwide Long Distance &
·Statewide Roaming

Nationwide Long Distance &
Roaming on AT&T Network

·

99. 99 -~~?a~tsted
•50. OO ~~~~te

$49.99 _
NiTCOST

Nationwide Long Distance &
Statewide Roaming

EXPLANATION OF RATES AND CHARGES C2002 AT&T Wireless. All Rights Reseived.Requll8S new activation on a qualified on a qualttled plan, cred" approval, a $36 activation lee, on&- or two-year agreement, a Dig ital multi-network phone and up to a $175 canceHation lee. Not available for purchase or use In all areas. Night and weekend minutes, addi·
tional Anytime Minutes, Domestic Long Distance, and Discounted Additional Line promotions available to you as long as you ramain active on the same plan and price point selected at activation. Usage ls rou~ded up to the naxt lull minute. Unused monthly minute allowances lost You will for!•" benefits ~ ~ou do not ratum a signed two-year agraement with·
In 60 days of activation. Included Anytime Minutes only available in the Home Calling Area and on the AT&T Wiraless network on AT&T Wireless Notional Network plans. Seivlce may be billed In a subsequent month due to delayed reporting between carriers; this service will be charged a~ used In the month billed. Sending text messages, roaming, additional minute and long distance charges, and other restrictions, charges, universal connectivity charg6', surcharges, assessments to defray the costs for government-mandated programs and taxes apply. Availability and reliability cl service are subject to transmission limitations. Not available with other offers. Offers available for a limited time. You will be bound
by the General Terms and Conditions and rate plan and promcUonai materials. AT&T Wireless Shared Advantage Additional Lines Promotion: Each account must have a minimum of two and a maximum of five AT&T Wiraless Shared Advantage Pian Subscribers. Each additional ilne is $14.99 with a one-year agreement and .$9.99 with a two-year agreement ·
each per month for third, fourth and lllth phone lines activated during the promotional period. Offer expires 02/oa/03 unieS&,termlnaled sooner. Night and Weekend Minutes: Available on calls placed from the Home Calling Area and applicable long distance charges additional. Night and weekend airtime Is from 9:00p.m. • 5:598.m. Monday-Friday; and Friday,
9:00p.m.- Monday 5:59a.m. Domestic Long Distance: No wireless long distance charges apply to calls placed from your Home Calling Area to anywhere In the 50 United States. Standard airtime charges apply. Dlseounted ActlvaUon Fee: Only available with a signed two-year saivlce agreement. You will be charged $26 tt signed agreement not received with·
In 50 days of activation. AT&T Wireless MoblieAsslst Promotion: When you sign up for AT&T Wireless MobifeAssist, we will waive the monthly lee of $2.99 for two months. The AT&T Wireless MoblleAsslst program provides coverage up fo $50 per incident. You are responsible for any additional charges above the covered service amount. Umit of lour seiv- .
ice calls per calendar year. The AT&T Wireless phone enrolled In the program must be present when service is delivered. Wireless coverage not available. In all areas. Seivlce may be requested using a landline phone. Coverage will become effective 72 hours after your enrollment Services provided through Asurion. The schedule cl benelits, terms and con·
ditionsmay vary to conform to state laws. See the AT&T Wireless MobileAsslst Welcome Gulde or go to attwlreless.aim/personaVmoblleasslst for lull terms and conditions. Voice-Accessed Information: Only available In AT&T Wireless network ares. Accuracy, availability, and timeliness cl the Information is not guaranteed and may not be accessible at all
times; delays or omissions may occur. While your requests ara processed, ~dvertisements we think will be of Interest to you wilt oo played. Your phone number will be shared with TellMe Networks to personalize your Voice-Accessed lnlormation will be governed by TellMe's policies. For complete details, say "Legal Disclaimer" from the Main Menu.
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~ ·FREE ACCESSORY PACKAGE
Handsfree Earpiece, Car Charger, and
Leather Case w/ this ad.
($60 In Savings.)

1t + .CAKE

-

..

·-- ·D ESSERT.

FORGET THE
- FATBURGER"

@'$0

Do the math. Your meal at Crispers
adds up to a free dess.e rt. : .·
Just; show 'u s your valid student ID card, and we'll give you a FREE DESSERT with
.the purchase of a gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich.
Take your FREE choice from the dessert menu at your table ... mile nigh
cakes ... creamy cheesecakes ... and our newly-famous Caramel Apple Granny.

Crispers has been a central
Florida sensation for over
13 years, now in Orlando
with new locations opening all the
time. Know why folks like us so
much? Because we're the healthy,
delicious, quick alternative to
fast food. All our gourmet salads,
tempting soups, and stacked
sandwiches (on all kinds of special
breads) are made fresh every
single day.

..

Al'.\d 01:1r desserts are absolutely
outrageous ... creamy cheesecakes,
rich layer cakes, cookies, and ·
brownies. Be sure to try a s·u ndae
or milkshake made with our own
Crispers Extremely Premium
ice cream.

·I

If you have"a current UCF ·s tudent card-

. on You, dessert: is on us!

' I

Free dessert with main dish purchase and UCF student card offer good .Feb. 3 - Feb. 19.
Limit one per customer per visit, please.

" GRAND OPENING!~
,

WWW:.CRISPERS.COM

There really is life after pizza.
Give us a try.
REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

GRAND OPiNING!

4J6·& UNIVERSITY
39tSOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK
ph (407) 673-4' 00

WATERF9RD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO

MON.-SAT. I 0;30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM ,

MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - IO PM
SUN. '11 AM - 8 PM

llijllj

\c~eTs?

-

ALA FAYA

ph (407) 41}2-4727

'

WE'RE RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER!
Crispers is now open at 436 & University and Alafya Trail, which means delicious, healthy food is right around
the corner. .. and it's fast! Plus, we're opening more new locations all the time. Eat in .. ~take out... whatever.
Just visit. us today, and you can tell your Mom you're eating right!
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